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n Comic Shops across the U.K. on 4th May it is Free Comic Book Day. Yes, go to
your local comic shop and you can get free comic books, including Rebellions
The Funny Pages and Titan Comics Doctor Who. Both are featured in this issue.

It’s Endgame for the Avengers this month and we have some marvellous articles
including the final part of our Marvel UK retrospective, War of the Realms and a
chat with Roy Thomas.
On top of all that we have an exclusive look at the Cor and Buster Special which
is out now, alongside this issue of ComicScene in the newsagents. Also out in
April is the new Ian Kennedy book - which we preview in an exclusive article from
DC Thomson. I hope you’ve been keeping up with our Podcast at
soundcloud.com/ComicScene, checked out our new online shop at
Getmycomics.com/ComicScene and checked out our news site at
www.comicsflix.org
Please let us know what your think of the magazine so we can
share some of your letters in a future issue comments to
comicsflix@gmail.com
Yours aye, Tony.

ADVERTISING & SUBSCRIPTIONS
comicsceneuk@gmail.com 07734 884 320

All rights reserved. No part of this
publication may be extracted and
used in any other publication without
the prior written permission of the
publisher, except in the case of brief
quotations embodied in critical
reviews and certain other non
commercial uses permitted by
copyright law.
All individual work shown remains
copyright to the respective authors
and artists, and all names and
characters are copyright to their
respective creators and companies.
When copyright material has been
used it has been for review purposes
only.
All contributors retain the right to
exploit their own material in whatever
way they wish and future commercial
use of said material would need
agreement on their part.
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Interview: Richard Sheaf
©DC Thomson & Co Ltd 2019

As of August 2019, Scottish publishing house DC Thomson will celebrate seventy years
since legendary comic artist Ian Kennedy commenced his working relationship with the
company. And so, to mark this great feat of seven decades of sublime artwork across
numerous titles, DC Thomson have released their very first ‘Art of’ book to
commemorate the artist’s outstanding work.

T

was already keen to mark the anniversary
of Ian’s career at the company. Ian loved
the idea of the artbook and was thrilled to
work on it with the team.

It was on one such visit that the Heritage
Comics’ Editor, Gordon Tait, proposed the
idea of the art book to Ian, as DC Thomson

You can imagine how surprised the team
were when, on his next visit, Ian brought
his sketchbook with him (a treasure trove
of pencilled and coloured artwork, some
of which is featured in the artbook), in
which he had created a sketch of how he
wanted the cover to look. It was a perfect
amalgamation of his different styles with
icons reminiscent of the different titles he
had worked on. Featured were tanks and
planes, harking to his Commando,
Warlord, and Victor pieces, as well as a
young footballer for Football Picture Story,
and a mystical wizard type to reference
Starblazer. The idea was that Ian would
paint a new original cover with all these

his celebratory collection of Ian’s art
was created by DCT Media’s
Heritage Comics department, who
are, to this day, very lucky to have the
master craftsman close at hand. Though
Ian ‘officially’ retired twenty-five years ago,
the Dundee artist has a strong affection for
the war comic Commando and still
continues to provide cover artwork and
special commissions for the title to this
day. This close working relationship means
the Heritage Comics team are delighted
not only by the behind the scenes look at
cover roughs and sketches by Ian, but also
by his biweekly visits, as Ian continues to
come to DC Thomson’s Meadowside
offices regularly to hand in finished covers.

4

elements in it, however, once the cover
rough was shown to Heritage Comic’s
designer Grant Wood, he was able to
create the cover from Ian’s vast back
catalogue in DC Thomson’s archives, and,
as you can see from the rough, crafted an
almost exact replica. The team was slightly
nervous about showing Ian the cover, but
Ian was absolutely delighted at the work.
Grant is a long term reader of Commando,
having first been inspired to pick up an
issue by one of Ian’s stunningly accurate
and detailed covers in the 1970s. Working
on the weekly titles now, it was always an
aspiration of Grant’s to create an artbook
celebrating his work so he was absolutely
thrilled to have helped realise the initial
concept.

Spo nso red by
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“...It’s a case of
having been so
deeply involved in
the business right
from school...”

Richard Sheaf
talks to
Ian Kennedyy
about his
distinguished
career

H

ow did the idea for this
celebratory book come about?

The idea certainly didn’t come from me, it
came from elsewhere. I had been
approached by several fans over the years
about an artbook, but not by any
publishers in the past. However, Gordon
Tait had just recently been appointed as
Editor of Heritage Comics, and when
asked what brand expansions he wanted
to go ahead with, his dream, as a fan, was
to create an artbook dedicated to my work
at DC Thomson — and since it was so
timely, what with the anniversary
approaching, that’s exactly how it came
about.
However, though it sounds rather
straightforward from the initial meeting,
there were some challenges with the
cover. First, the footballer was part of an
inset with the football in front of the other
player, and only white space beneath him.
Grant then moved the football over and
began the search for ‘Ian Kennedy grass’
to place under the player. Luckily, Ian’s
cover for the 5000th issue of Commando,
‘Zero Hour’, was perfect in its place.
The background also played a huge part
in the look of the cover, as, of course, Ian’s
sketch was black and white, so Grant had
to choose what would work as a backdrop
for the other images. Using the cover of
the Commando annual 1989, from which
the cover soldier is taken, as a stepping off
point, Grant used the red to highlight
similar colours used in the images, such as
the red of the explosions, the wizard’s
collar, and the RAF symbol.
The next thing was to create the roundel
Ian had specified in his initial sketch. To do
this, Grant used Ian’s background (from
Stazblazer #206), and drew over an image

of a roundel, creating different circular
layers and altering the colour to match the
RAF symbol Ian had used in his rough. The
RAF is the only military branch referenced
on the cover, Ian having a special
attachment to it as he always wanted to
serve as a pilot, but was exempt on
medical conditions. Now famous for his
beautifully detailed and dynamic aircraft
covers, Ian shared an inspiring sentiment
with Editor Gordon Tait, stating “you know
that when I draw these, I am the pilot.
That’s me in the cockpit.”
Completing the cover, there was only one
thing left: Ian’s signature. With this final
seal of approval, the cover for DC
Thomson’s first artbook was created. The
team hopes it encompasses Ian’s talent
and range from the last seven decades,
but of course his contribution to the
publishing house is so vast that only a
small percentage of his work could be
covered. Choosing a dozen elements for
the cover was nothing compared to the
mammoth task of filling the 160 pages
within, as each and every piece of artwork
Ian has done is worthy of celebrating.

Were you surprised when DC Thomson
first approached you about it?
Yes, as I said, I’d only ever been
approached by fans asking about an
artbook, so when DC Thomson and
Gordon came calling it was a bit out of the
blue, but a nice surprise. But I always knew
that if one publishing house was going to
approach me that it would be DC
Thomson since they have such a vast
archive of my work.
For someone who seemingly ‘retired’
about 25 years ago you seem as busy
as ever – attending conventions and
signings, as well as doing commissions
and new covers for Commando – what’s
inspired you to keep so busy?
It’s a case of having been so deeply
involved in the business right from school
and having met so many interesting folks
and being involved in so many projects
over the years that I don’t know what I
would have done if I had to give it up. But
it’s one of those things that have been
almost seamless, in that each phase of my
career seems to have followed on from the
previous one and now when something
crops up I can take what I’ve done before
5
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and modify it to create a totally new take
on a plane or scene. But looking at my
career at the moment, it is very unlike what
I’ve been doing for most of my life in that
I’m not really doing a lot of artwork, it’s
mainly a case of meeting up with folks at
the conferences and answering questions
etc. Of course, I’m still doing commissions
and Commando covers, which I really still
do enjoy, and I’ll always do.
You’re well known for being a prolific
Commando covers artist – but are there
other Commando cover artists whose
work you particularly look forward to
seeing?
I really like the original old Commando
cover artists from overseas. I feel that what
I do is commercial art, but what they did
was close to real art — very painterly. And
when you go to the archives and see the
original covers you can feel how thick the
paint is on the board.
But to return to the beginning...you
started work for DC Thomson in 1949
and famously had to ink the black
squares on their crosswords while you
served an ‘apprenticeship’ — what did
that entail?
Oh yes, I was a teaboy for some period,
but as far as illustrating is concerned, for
the first eighteen months or so there were
numerous redundant picture strips, which
I would pick from and take back to my
desk and copy. This was when we used
black drawing ink and a dip pen, so it was
very important to learn the technique of
the pen and crosshatching and all that sort
of thing.
And what about horse hooves? I hear
they’re your Achilles heel!
This comes up quite often, and I suppose
it’s time to put it to rest. I said it in the past
and it seems to have become legend, my
comment on the challenges of hoof
business rebounding. But as you can see
from the artbook, I’ve done quite a few
horses over the years as well as ‘Girls of the
Pony Patrol’, but I’m quite happy to keep it
as a talking point.
Which artists did you work with / for
when you arrived at Thomson’s?
When I started, as I said, I would imitate
other artists, and it was at this time I saw
one or two artists whose work I greatly
admired. One in particular, a chap called
George Ramsbottom, noticed that I was
copying his work and when I was drawing,
if he was passing, he would come look,
and if I was working along the right lines
I’d get a compliment, but if I wasn’t, well
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that’s where the development of the thick
artist’s skin came in as he would tell me
exactly what he thought in no uncertain
terms!
Presumably you’d grown up on their art –
who was the artist that inspired you most
growing up in Dundee (comics or noncomics related)?
Certainly George [Ramsbottom], I became
an apprentice of sorts to him. The other
artists in the art department, men and
women, had a huge influence on me too
— it was a large room with rows and rows
of artists working away, the biggest artists’
studio in Europe at one time.
Did you read any of ‘the big 5’ when
growing up? Which was your paper?
I don’t recall any specific titles, but I was an
avid reader. I picked up and absorbed
absolutely everything I could get my
hands on.
Did you get a chance to visit the
Thomson’s archive for this book to see
any of those early illustrations?
Yes, I visited with Gordon and ex-Editor
Callum Laird during the development of
the artbook. It was very nostalgic seeing so
much of my work. There were several
pieces I didn’t think were mine, but when
I looked closer at some of the faces, I knew.

Did you choose the illustrations for the
book? Or did you just help narrow the
choice down?
Gordon tells me the illustrations almost
chose themselves, but I did provide a few
personal items, as you’ll see in the artbook.
I was more than happy to leave the
decisions up to Gordon though, and I was
kept very much in the loop about what
was going in, and I’d hint very strongly if
there was something that I’d really like to
be included.
I understand that you keep detailed
records of your freelance work that
you’ve undertaken – do you have any
idea of how many pages of art you’re
contributed to Thomson’s titles over the
years?
It would be impossible to answer.
However, as far as the detailed records go,
I didn’t keep a diary as such, but I do have
Spo nso red by
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a list of my work collected in my account
books from HMRC, so I would be able to
check and create a list if I so wished along
with the dates the work was commissioned
and the date I handed them in.
These days you’re renowned as a
Commando covers artist – you have
illustrated a few Commando’s (but not
very many!) do you ever wish you’d done
more internal illustration work?
I suppose if I’d had the time that it would
have been nice. I did enjoy doing them
and I think I would have done more, but it
just didn’t work out that way — I was pretty
busy with other things. Maybe if I had
been a faster worker I could have done it.
Your love, and technical mastery, of
aircraft illustration are well-known – as
beautifully expressed on those
Commando covers – do you have any
particular aircraft that, when you see that
it needs to be on the cover, really gets
you excited about drawing it?
Say for instance, if someone asked me if
I’d prefer to draw a Spitfire or a Hurricane,
I’d say the Hurricane every time, because
it’s much more of a character of an
aeroplane. I like to look at these, I suppose,
inanimate objects and the shape of them
and think what personality it would have.

Original ‘rough’ cover

How long does it take you to paint a
Commando cover?
How long is a piece of string? It all
depends on the content, but at the
moment, the deadline for a finished cover
is two weeks and I think we’ve got it
worked out reasonably well. Once I’ve
pencilled the rough I like to paint and ink
a cover in one sitting, but it doesn’t always
work like that, sometimes other
commitments get in the way.
How does the commissioning process
work – do you have lots of roughs going
backwards and forwards between you
and Thomson’s or do they just trust you
to get on with it these days?
With Commando, the team will email me
a brief ,and I’ll send a pencil rough back.
There’s sometimes a bit of back and
forward with the team, and if they’re
unsure of how to approach a certain issue
then they’ll ask me what I think would
make a good cover.
What advice do you give to illustrators
just starting out on their careers?
When I go down to talk to the comics class
at the University [of Dundee], and they do
their lovely freehand work and then scan
it onto the computer, I can help them out
with things like pagination, making sure

the pages don’t have too regular a
presentation and other technical things
like that. However the thing that I do tend
to emphasise to them is that they must get
some enjoyment and satisfaction out of
their work. If they’re not happy when
doing their work, then it’s time to stop, sit
down and think about it, because if you’re
not happy then it will show in your work. I
also think it’s important to step away from
your work when you come across a
problem, say the composition, then if you
have the luxury of a bit of time you should
put it aside for a day or so and come back
to it, and most of the time you’ll find that
there isn’t in fact a problem at all but you
were too tired to realise it. And if there is a
problem, fresh eyes make all the difference.
Did you remember all the art in the book
or were there pages in there that you’d
completely forgotten about?
In the nature of things, there are times
when I’ve got to sit and really look at
something and analyse it to make sure that
it is really mine. One of the things in the
artbook that I’d forgotten about was a
project I’d worked on with Gordon called
‘The Truth About Wilson’ which was for a
comic in 2002 under the working title
Wizard, but never came about. It was to be
a revival of the Wilson character from
1943’s The Wizard.
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Final Cover

Do you have a favourite illustration in the book?
I’m afraid that that is impossible to answer. There are so many
pieces that I enjoy, however I was particularly pleased with
how the Killer Kane pages came out, especially the scaled up
sections which I thought would lose too much detail but still
kept their shape. Believe it or not, I’m quite fond of the
Zombie cover sketch too, from the way it took flesh.

THE ART OF

If Thomson’s do any similar volumes whose art would you
like to see in the next book?
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I would love to see an artbook dedicated to the male and
female artists in DC Thomson’s art department from the
1950s. It would be mainly black and white of course, but I
think it would be really wonderful to see the work of the
unsung heroes of DC Thomson.

Cover elements:
Background: Commando #1101
Spitfire: Commando #2073
Roundel: Designer created
Footballer: Football Picture
Story #65
Wizard: Starblazer #210
Grass: Commando #5000
Spine: Warlord Summer
Special 1976
Planet, stars and spaceships:
Starblazer #206
Hawker Fury: Commando #4831
Soldier: Commando Annual 1989
Tanks, sky and desert:
Commando #1101

WIZA
WARLOR RD, BULLET,
BUDDY, LD, COMMANDO,
UCKY
STARBLA CHARM,
ZER

Visit ww
ww.dctho
omsonshop.co.ukk

0r call 0800 318 846 (free from UK) and quote COMAK
O . Lines open 8am-6pm, Mon-Fri or 9am-5pm, Saturday.
© DC Thomson & Co Ltd., 20
2 19.
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MARVEL UK
The first ten (or so) years of Marvel UK

Part Three: Secret
Agents! Dinosaurs!
Vampires! Pirates!

T

he UK premiere of Star Wars in late
December 1977 came a full seven
months after its US theatrical
debut, with the rest of the UK left waiting a
further month before a general release. The
launch of Marvel UK’s Star Wars Weekly in
early February 1978 therefore seemed a
godsend for many. An inviting, dynamic
cover (‘Enter Luke Skywalker: Will he save
the galaxy …or destroy it?’) led the way to
the first part of an excellent Roy
Thomas/Howard Chaykin adaptation,
spread over twelve weekly UK instalments.
Based on an earlier shooting script, the
opening chapter comes complete with an
earlier draft of Lucas’ infamous ‘opening
crawl’ intro text and a (later deleted) scene
of Luke meeting buddy Biggs on home
planet Tatooine. Along with invaluable

10

At a time when the comics industry
on both sides of the Atlantic was
contracting dramatically, Marvel had
one ace up its sleeve in the form of
the ‘Greatest Space Fantasy Of All’.

instructions on how to assemble the free
gift cut-out cardboard ‘X-Fighter’ (‘place 1p
piece in raised mid section of plane for
ballast’ ) readers of the new 28 page, 10p
weekly were offered an opportunity to join
the Official Star Wars Fan Club for just
£2.95!
The title would prove to be a hit, growing
alongside the films own phenomenal
success as the weeks went by. Yet its long
term future would depend on life after the
film adaptation. Beginning with Issue 13
that May, Thomas takes off for unmapped
sectors of the galaxy, all within the narrow
limits imposed by the film studio regarding
characterisation and direction of travel. The
resultant space opera, with ‘lovable rogue’
Han Solo and co-pilot Chewbacca taking
an initial lead alongside galactic pirates,

fellow smugglers and, um, space-rabbits,
was as deftly navigated as a sub-12 parsec
Kessel Run, and fondly remembered by
fans to this day. With able backup from the
likes of Jim Starlin’s Warlock and Guardians
of the Galaxy, Star Wars Weekly would
remain hugely popular, immune from the
radical changes that lay ahead for the rest
of the line.
Back in that ‘bread and butter’ domain of
superhero titles MWOM finally welcomed
back old favourites the Fantastic Four in
June with Issue 298, before an impressive
milestone was then reached with the
landmark 300th issue. The title’s profile was
no doubt helped by the new CBS
‘Incredible Hulk’ TV series becoming a
much-talked-about hit on British screens
around this time. With a regular cover star
Spo nso red by
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now known to millions, it’s rather endearing to see the small cover
blurb box (The Hulk - Star of the TV Series) unobtrusively adorning
the title, with Marvel’s latest TV celebrity continuing to share equal
billing with the FF. He did however become the centrepiece of a
second British Marvel monthly that July. Starting over from Issue 1,
the weekly Rampage morphed into Rampage Monthly, its ‘pulsepounding first issue’ depicting a particularly angry looking Hulk on
its cover, with a mammoth 37-page interior strip (culled from the
slightly more mature US black and white Rampaging Hulk
magazine) leading the way.

granted a measly two or three pages each. Worse, each strip now
had their original panels and artwork shrunk down, cut up and
rearranged, attempting to squeeze more onto the page. If this had
been the Odhams policy of handling Marvel reprints back in the
the 1960’s it now seemed a huge step back, with the
rearrangement of the more modern reprints clumsily attempting
to ape the look and feel of traditional UK anthology titles and
becoming, in the process, almost unreadable. With Marvel’s
sudden new emphasis (Secret Agents! Dinosaurs! Vampires!
Pirates!) and a Spiderman title offering up the chance to win a pogo
stick, the overall agenda was clear; both titles were aiming for an
Super Spiderman reached its own 300th issue milestone that
even younger age group, with longer-term readers encouraged,
November, the feature-length retro-tinged reprint ‘Flashback’ by
even shoved, in the direction of the UK or even US monthlies.
Bill Mantlo and Sal Buscema in retrospect acting as a kind of
swansong for a British Marvel as was. There were now just three A much more welcome development came with ‘phase three’ as
weekly titles (Super Spiderman, Star Wars Weekly, MWOM) along the Hulk left Marvel Comic to star in a new eponymous weekly title
with the Rampage and Conan monthlies, and if falling sales were that March. At first glance Hulk Comic seemed just another of the
a concern for every major player in the industry, Marvel UK new format weeklies yet Skinn was embarking on something more
remained doubly vulnerable with a dearth of readily available daring than that, with the highjacking of a high-profile Hulk merely
reprint material (’Flashback’ had appeared in the US only that the spearhead for a number of original strips featuring top British
June). Readers remained oblivious to such cold hard realities talent. Writer Steve Moore and artist Dave Gibbons led the way,
however, under that misguided impression rife in childhood where producing a three page Hulk strip that adhered closely to the TV
everything could, would, stay the same forever. Instead, for British template of non-speaking lead and self contained storyline. The
Marvel, everything was about to change beyond recognition.
use of a British creative team on such a top-tier Marvel character
was a welcome move, and with the next issues second standalone
Dez Skinn was already a prominent figure in the industry and
story by writer Steve Parkhouse and new young artist Steve Dillon
fandom from the rise of fanzine Fantasy Advertiser and a stint
(with his first published work) Skinn was making welcome additions
working at IPC. Titles he’d later work on such as House of Hammer
to the roster of talent. But even if John Bolton’s art in issue 3 is just
and the UK edition of Mad had picked up Eagle Awards, and his
as top-notch, the continual visual shifts saw the strip struggling to
name was known to many British Marvel readers through his work
settle into any kind of early rhythm.
on the annual Marvel Mastermind competition. Asked to give his
own ideas for rejuvenating the ailing UK line, Skinn met with Stan The same could not be said for the next strip. Black Knight was a
Lee during the summer of 1978, with Lee impressed enough to character with a long history at Marvel, and his revival here as lead
offer him the job of overseeing the necessary changes himself. In in a new original solo outing instantly became recognised as one
a deal which included the purchase of Skinn’s own new sci-fi of the best produced UK strips around; writer Steve Parkhouse and
/fantasy magazine Starburst, the British corner of the US bullpen artist John Stokes weaving a fabulous, intricate tale of Celtic
was effectively closed down as a new UK production office, mythology, Arthurian legend and ‘Otherworld’ magic. The strip
consisting of a small team including Alan McKenzie and art editor seemed to just get better and better, with Skinn enlisting Paul
Paul Neary, was set up in London.
It wasn’t just the sudden proliferation of adverts for Starburst
magazine that signposted a new dawn. The self-proclaimed
‘Marvel Revolution’ made its ‘phase one’ mark as early as that
December with Rampage Monthly Issue 6. A new uniformity now
sets in, with the cover picture boxed in and issue contents listed
down the side in a banner style. The title of the magazine itself has
been shrunk down to a banner proclamation along the top, with
the word ‘Hulk’ now in huge lettering underneath. Now ‘edited and
designed by Dez Skinn’, the monthlies were given an easily
identifiable look which, to begin with at least, felt fresh. Starburst
was plugged in the letters page.

‘... Yet were things
really that different?
The huge majority of
output remained
reprints’

Yet the biggest change was held back for the weeklies and ‘phase
two’ in early January 1979. With the Bullpen Bulletins page
warning readers to ‘…get ready for a shock. In fact get ready for a
few…’ it was announced that both MWOM and Super Spiderman
were to be rebranded Marvel Comic and Spiderman Comic
respectively, each containing a whole new raft of strips. While
Marvel would offer ‘the best in adventure tales’ with the Hulk,
Daredevil, Dracula, Conan, Skull the Slayer and Shang Chi, the
Spiderman title would provide the potent superhero mix through
Spidey, FF, Nova, Submariner, Avengers and Thor. With both
retaining their 10p price tag, the three page in-house ad
showcasing the news only whetted the appetite.
The ‘shock’ came when the comics hit the stands. Gone were the
glossy covers and down went the page count, with each strip now

11
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Neary to assist with layouts and the
welcome reveal of another superhero with
Arthurian connections. First glimpsed as an
amnesiac wandering the windswept
coastline of Cornwall, the return of Captain
Britain, with a British creative team at last
guiding his destiny, seemed to cement the
affection many felt for the strip. Marvel UK
had at last produced an original strip
comparable with the very best around.
Parkhouse provided the scripts for another
welcome original addition in Night Raven.
Set in 1930’s prohibition-era USA and
clearly influenced by the trench-coat,
fedora wearing anti-heroes of the pulps,
the lead character stalked the shadowdrenched underbelly of the city, meting
out his own deadly brand of justice, leaving
his own take on poet John Milton (‘Where
brooding darkness spreads its evil wings,
the Night Raven stings.’) as calling card.
Although later replaced, David Lloyd was
an exemplary initial choice as artist, with
‘night time in the city’ the perfect backdrop
for his film-noir imagery. Skinn’s artistic
choices elsewhere seemed equally
unerring, taking a further punt on Steve
Dillon by handing the seventeen year old
a regular art assignment on writer Steve
Moore’s take on Nick Fury from issue 2
onwards.
Yet from the off there were compromises.
Skinn famously baulked at the Brian
Bolland
depiction
of
the
Hulk
commissioned for the launch issue cover,
ensuring a Sal Buscema rendered face be
imposed over the top. British Marvel (or
Marvel UK as Skinn now sought to officially
rebrand it) was seemingly in no financial
position to launch a title completely
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devoted to original strips either, with Skinn
reasonably arguing that the reprinted
Lee/Kirby Antman strip at least hadn’t been
seen in the UK before. Indeed, that first
issue benefits enormously from containing
just five strips, with the predominance of
original material tailor made for the title
ensuring a sharp feel to the finished
product that the ‘cut up and shrunk’ Marvel
and Spiderman reprints couldn’t hope to
emulate. Yet even by the second issue the
addition of more reprints begins to dilute
the mix, and by the time Jack Kirby’s
Eternals show up in issue 4 the titles early
promise was already dissipating.
What had seemed a fresh, smart and easily
identifiable look for the line as a whole
seemed to become monotonous very
quickly, with samey covers and unchanged
house adverts running ad nauseam. Also
heavily publicised were welcome additions
of Marvel summer and winter specials for
the very first time (aka phase four). ‘Phase
five’ however then seemed merely to pick
up the shattered remnants of ‘phase two’,
as pioneer title Marvel Comic, a pale
shadow of its former self, called it a day
with issue 352. Submerged into the new
Spectacular Spiderman Weekly, the
resultant ‘two great comics in one’ at least
seemed an improvement with its 8 extra
pages. Yet there were now nine stories all
gasping for breath within its 32 pages.
There was life after death of sorts for Marvel
Comic, with its numbering taken up by
what was effectively new monthly title
Marvel Superheroes, containing reprints of
the Avengers and the (old) X-Men. An
excellent Paul Neary cover launched the
title with ’issue 353’ that September with an
initial burst of excitement and hype.

Skinn’s greatest legacy lay back with the
weeklies however. The BBC’s long running
Saturday night ‘Doctor Who’ TV
programme was still enjoying huge
success, with Fourth Doctor Tom Baker still
in situ as the titular Time Lord. The
character had enjoyed an alternative life in
comic strip form almost as long as the
show itself, in fun weekly strips found in the
likes of TV Comic and Countdown. Yet by
1979 the heady days of the TV
Action/Countdown strip drawn by the likes
of Gerry Haylock were long gone, its last TV
Comic incarnation reduced to reprints and
superimposing Baker’s figure over
previous incarnations of the Doctor before
finally calling it a day in May 1979.
Astutely noticing the licence to produce
Doctor Who strips had lapsed, Skinn was
quick to pounce, and helped by a publicity
tour from no less than the shows leading
man, Marvel’s own Doctor Who Weekly
launched in October 1979. From the off the
new launch treated its subject matter with
the gravitas it deserved, and Skinn had
invited some of the UK’s top comic talent
along for the ride. Writers Pat Mills and
John Wagner produced lead strip Doctor
Who and the Iron Legion, light years ahead
of any previous comic strip incarnation and
revered to this day. The clear, crisp artwork
of Dave Gibbons, who’d go on to have a
long association with the lead strip, was the
icing on the cake. That first issue is
crammed with features, pin ups ‘photo
files’ and a ‘Crazy Caption’ competition, all
bookended by two full colour interior
panoramas rendered by Gibbons, where
readers could place their free gift transfers
given away over the first few issues. A ‘War
Of the Worlds’ reprint strip seemed to fit
Spo nso red by
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perfectly, and there’s even a warm-hearted
‘letter’ from the time-travelling Doctor
himself (‘Watch out for issue 879, it really
was a beauty…Happy times and places!’ )

weekly dose of Spiderman (and a regular
spot for Tim Quinn and Dicky Hewett’s
‘Earth 33 1/3’) the change is pretty much
complete. Yet alongside the change the
strips now being presented were all short
lived ‘leftovers’ and would struggle to fit into
any new lasting concept. The simultaneous
launches of Future Tense and Valour that
November, offering up the likes of Seeker
3000 and Devil Dinosaur respectively,
seemed to come guaranteed with short
built-in lifespan. Yet if all four 1980 launches
did ultimately prove short lived, they mark
the point where Marvel UK weeklies again
became easy on the eye.

Skinn had one last treat reserved for the
finale, with a second original strip, ‘Return
of the Daleks’ by Steve Moore, Paul Neary
and David Lloyd, turning out to be the first
of a long line of quality back up ‘Doctor-less’
strips featuring a myriad of classic Doctor
Who monsters. The format gave room to
extend the mythos of the show and at times
rivalled the lead strip in terms of quality, with
Moore joined by the likes of Lloyd, Neary,
Dillon and Stokes in a succession of great
storylines featuring Cybermen, Ice Warriors, Concerns about longevity just didn’t apply
Sontarans and Moore’s own creation, to the successful Star Wars title. With a main
Abslom Daak, Dalek Killer.
strip synonymous with industry legend
Carmine Infantino, the comic remained
Unfortunately
any
groundbreaking
immune to the ravages of the ‘revolution’ to
originality in Hulk Comic seemed all but
the point of stubbornly retaining its glossy
gone. The title had been a brave step to
cover, before being given a further boost
take, yet with Night Raven gone and both
with the arrival of the most eagerly
the Hulk and SHIELD strips often reduced
anticipated film sequel of all time that May.
to reprints, the title would eventually morph
Renamed Empire Strikes Back Weekly,
into the Incredible Hulk Weekly in January
issue 118 effectively became a relaunch,
1980, adding eight extra pages and reprints
complete with free gift ‘action transfers’ and
such as the Defenders and the Beast solo
the first instalment of the new adaptation by
strip from Amazing Adventures. It seemed
Archie Goodwin and artist Al Williamson.
left to Black Knight alone to carry the torch.
With the storyline unfolding in short weekly
Skinn would add more titles in humour bursts throughout that summer, and
monthly Frantic and puzzle book Superhero Williamson (yet another highly respected
Fun and Games before an imminent industry veteran) providing exquisite, crisp
departure. His last major contribution came detail and shadow perfect for black and
with the Marvel Digest Series range of
‘pocket books’ (Chiller, Fantastic Four, ‘Star
Heroes’ and Spiderman) attempting to
replicate the likes of Fleetway’s ‘Battle
Picture Library’. Spiderman’s own main
weekly title also underwent another change
soon after as the Hulk title finally bit the dust,
resulting in the new Spiderman & Hulk
Weekly, reinforcing its own central concept
with back up from, um, Spider-Woman and
She-Hulk.
If Paul Neary effectively became the new
guiding light at Marvel UK from that Spring,
it seemed initially a case of ‘as you were’.
Forces In Combat launched that May
offered a mix of ‘robots, kung fu, western…
’ led by ‘Fury of the Commandoes’. The
seven strips seemed mismatched,
especially with ‘Wulf the Briton’ by Ron
Embleton (from the pages of Express
Weekly) reprinted on two colour centre
pages. If seeing the majestic 1959 strip was
welcome, seeing it alongside the likes of
Machine Man, Rawhide Kid and Rom,
Spaceknight merely added to the surreal
nature of the title.
As the year progressed two things became
apparent. The weeklies were undergoing a
gradual, welcome change of emphasis,
using fewer strips and discarding the ‘cut up
and shrink’ dictate. By that September’s
Marvel Team Up, offering up a second

white reproduction, the title enjoyed a true
golden age.
In contrast Doctor Who Weekly seemed
near cancellation. Skinn’s last involvement
had been issue 23 that March, with Neary
stepping in to finish before taking over
completely with the next issue. Sales
continued to fall, and Neary’s initial
response took the title further in the wrong
direction. Introducing comic strip covers
and new features such as ‘Fantastic Facts’
and the ‘UNIT Club’, the title sought to
appeal to an even more juvenile audience
than before, and sales figures became even
more desperate. The irony (not for the first
time in the industry on either side of the
Atlantic) was that poor or falling sales ran
parallel with real quality. Steve Moore had
taken over the main strip, retaining Gibbons
as artist, and their remarkable collaboration,
‘the Time Witch’, took the good Doctor
further into the realms of space fantasy. Alan
Moore had been recommended as
replacement on the now vacant back up
strip, and when given the gig was excited to
find himself working alongside artist David
Lloyd. Their first collaboration, ‘Black
Legacy,’ an atmospheric, creepy horror
featuring the Cybermen, hits all the right
notes while a second, ‘Business As Usual’
(featuring plastic baddies the Autons) was
better still, the somewhat horrific
denouement a world away from that week’s
issue of Spiderman and Hulk Weekly.
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the situation in July 1981. In two and a half
years Marvel UK had undergone rapid
change, with its now meagre three
weeklies (Captain America/Marvel Action,
Spiderman/Hulk Weekly, Marvel Super
Adventure) now vastly outnumbered by
monthly titles (Marvel Superheroes,
Rampage, Future Tense, Starburst,
Blockbuster, Conan, Savage Action, Doctor
Who,
Frantic,
Marvel
Madhouse,
Superhero Fun and Games). Even the
pocket books outnumbered the weekly
fare, with Star Heroes morphing into an XMen pocket book and another four titles,
Conan, Hulk, Titans and Young Romance,
now added.
Yet were things really that different? The
huge majority of output remained reprints,
with a small smattering of original British
content in the likes of Empire Strikes Back
and Doctor Who. Neary, along with new
monthlies editor Bernie Jaye, were very
keen on introducing more British originality
into the pages of Marvel UK. Indeed, their
plans didn’t stop there, bemoaning earlier
failed efforts and hoping to go on and
nurture the development of the UK’s own
distinct corner of the Marvel Universe that
could expand over time.

Neary hit the brakes just in time. Becoming
a ‘Marvel Monthly’ from that September,
the title would slowly transform itself into a
text and features magazine aimed directly
at the Who fanbase, if always retaining a
strip element. At this early stage both main
and back up strips were retained, with their
best days still to come. That December saw
‘Star Death’ from Alan Moore and John
Stokes daring to add to the show’s
backstory with the Time Lords own
attempts to harness the power of time
travel.
The title was joined in the monthly line by
new launch Savage Action that November,
bringing along a more mature menu with
the likes of Punisher, Blade and Moon
Knight, and notable for the welcome return
of Night Raven, this time in text stories
written by editor Alan McKenzie. That same
month the Empire Strikes Back also made
the shift to monthly status, warding off an
imminent inventory crisis.
1981 proved to be a year of increased
ambition. If the new Captain America
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weekly title that February was heralded as
the first of a ‘new wave’ of weeklies, it was
the following two launches that saw the
weekly format being stretched. April’s
Marvel Action, resplendent with its launch
cover by new young Brit artist Alan Davis,
braved giving Thor the feature length lead
with back up from the FF and Doctor
Strange. The change in emphasis was bold
but doomed, with the title all too quickly
merging with Captain America. Marvel
Super Adventure followed that May, with
feature length Gene Colan Daredevil
reprints chosen to lead with sole back up
coming from Jack Kirby’s eccentric Black
Panther strip. The mix seemed to work, its
32 pages of ‘brilliant moody action’
offering something a little different from
the other weekly Marvel fare and ultimately
lasting longer than its recent sister title.
With Future Tense’s switch to monthly
status that summer quickly followed by the
launch of both Blockbuster (featuring the
Inhumans, Iron Fist and Omega the
Unknown) and second humour title Marvel
Madhouse, it’s instructive to take stock of

The recent Captain Britain Summer Special
reprint had been intriguingly labelled as
the last chance to see Cap ‘in his original
form’, with it quickly apparent that he’d
been chosen to spearhead the new
charge. With the announcement of a
forthcoming new solo strip in the pages of
Marvel Superheroes came news of a
second ‘homegrown’ strip, Timesmasher,
launching simultaneously in Rampage
Magazine. (The background behind both
September ’81 launches can be found in
my Captain Britain article in Comic Scene
Volume 2 Issue 2).
Meantime, the small smattering of original
British content already in place continued
to produce the goods. Alan Moore
followed up ‘Star Death’ with the excellent
‘4-D War,’ set 20 years after the last storyline
and introducing the Special Executive.
David Lloyd’s artwork reached new heights
here, utilising a stunning ‘wash’ effect to
create the scenes set in the time vortex. A
third instalment, ‘Black Sun Rising’,
introduced further members of the
Executive and hinted at the possible
expanded space-opera to come. Yet it
wasn’t to be, with Moore moving on from
the title in solidarity after namesake Steve’s
treatment over the planned use of the
Absolom Daak character. The endeavours
of both men had undoubtedly assisted the
title in picking up that years Eagle Award
for Best Comic Magazine, by which time
both had found work on the Empire Strikes
Spo nso red by
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Wurzel Gummidge soon shifted to a more
fitting weekly status, joining similarly-aimed
titles such as February’s Scooby Doo and
his TV Friends, a mix of text stories, strips
and puzzles. Old familiar faces showed up
again too; joining Spiderman, the
Incredible Hulk gained a new title week
ending March 31st, boasting a similarly
glossy cover and interior colour poster,
with the same format used for the
Fantastic Four arriving week ending 6th
October, picking up the previously seen
reprints from their discontinued pocket
book. Then, that very same week in
October, the Spiderman weekly
reached an astonishing 500th issue with
celebratory colour poster, free badge
and wrap around cover. Here was one
title that wouldn’t be falling by the
wayside just yet.

7th October 1972 - 6th October 1982.
Quite the rollercoaster ride. Whatever point
you may have hopped on or off, it was
Back
certainly memorable. So much that some write
monthly
three part retrospectives many years later. Yet the dates
title anyway.
themselves are an irrelevance, forming a tiny part of the
Despite a real lack
story, hence our ‘ten years… (or so)’. It’s a story that demands
of interest in the subject
an epilogue (a work in progress) concerning events in 1983.
matter, Alan Moore produced
Sometime, somewhere, written by someone else, it surely
some truly original scripts in his short stay, not least ‘Tilotny Throws
demands its proper preface (Power Comics) or a final coda, with
a Shape’ in issue 154, a five page storyline illustrated by John
words like ‘Transformers’ or ‘Death’s Head’ only beginning to
Stokes unlike anything seen in the Star Wars lexicon thus far. Just
scratch the surface.
as good was issue 155’s ‘Dark Lord’s Conscience’, which had
promised much until the infamous editorial error which saw the Or perhaps the ‘final’ bit will have to wait as the rollercoaster ride,
quite essential final page fail to appear.
if under new management, is still running strong today. It’s all there
if you look….for Marvel UK, just read Panini. For Dez Skinn, see
By this point the look of the weeklies had changed once again, with Scott Gray. For Paul Neary, look up Marcus Hearn. Different names,
the Spiderman title morphing into Super Spiderman TV Comic that but for the people involved and their many thousands of readers,
October. If boasting 8 pages of colour along with its new glossy that exact same sense of wonder, excitement and anticipation that
cover, the reduced page count (down from 32 to 24) and hike in began for many a world away in October 1972.
price (from 15p to 20p) came as a huge shock for many in 1981.
The Captain America title made the same move a month later, Personally speaking, I just know that the hype surrounding issue
bringing along Thor for the ride as well as picking up the Daredevil 879 of Doctor Who will be worth the wait. I just know it.
strip after absorbing Marvel Super Adventure. Readers not Dedicated to Tony Isabella…
tempted to don their free Captain America mask may still have who did so much to get the whole ride running in the first place.
appreciated the original Alan Davis cover, who also provided new
introductory borders for each of the three strips.
If Timesmasher failed to catch on, Captain Britain would thrive with
Alan Moore later taking over as scribe and Davis staying on as artist.
The strip entered perhaps its most glorious era ever with a
storyline, spread over three different titles, that’s one of the very
best Marvel UK ever produced. In the meantime a search for new
formats beyond superheroes continued, with the turnaround in the
fortunes of Doctor Who almost inevitably spawning the new Blake’s
7 monthly title that October. Less predictable was the arrival of a
Wurzel Gummidge monthly that same month, its free flexi disc of
Jon Pertwee-sung theme tune nevertheless an undoubted instant
collectors item. Elsewhere, Bernie Jaye experimented with Monster
Monthly (highlighting US horror) and the somewhat bizarre
Cinema, offering a broad commentary on the motion picture
industry, becoming in the process the only Marvel UK magazine
ever to offer ‘a demure look at the history of British sex films’ and
Julie Andrews as cover star.

Author: Peter Gouldson | Twitter: @gouldp7070 | Images: Images are © 2019 Marvel Characters, Inc. All rights reserved
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n the sixth month of the new decade of the seventies, British
children were introduced to a new comic, fresh off the presses by
IPC (International Publishing Corporation.) This thirty two page
mag, edited by Bob Paynter was crammed to the rafters with stories
and gags and was called Cor!! Which let’s face it was more of an
exclamation than a title!

32 pages of fun
AND adventure,

The title alone grabbed your attention, which is what it’s all about. That
plus the free gift in the first issue was some free glasses of pop, so that
was more than enough to get me to ask my mum if she could stump
up the three and a half new pence to buy it for me. As well as that, I
wanted to know more about the funny looking kid on the cover who
went by the name of Gus. As it turned out, Gus, the mascot character
of the mag who adorned the cover each week was actually a gorilla,
who, drawn by Mike Lacey was my favorite comedy strip, and richly
deserved to be out front. Later on Gus was sidelined into Gus’s Gags
on the front cover as each issue’s new cover highlighted a strip inside
for that particular week.

a comic that live
up to its title!
Cor!! Was hot on the tail of IPC’s previous
success of Whizzer and Chips, and like its
brethren, was packed with humour and
adventure strips in which we normally found
our hero/protagonist at odds with authority
figures such as parents, teachers, or even the
Rozzers! Some of the strips were in full
colour, whereas others were two colour or
standard black and white.

The comedy strips varied in style and
humour, but it was mostly slapstick. There
was Tomboy; a girl was into more into
football and mayhem than playing with
dollies. The thing is, for a while I actually
thought she was a boy! There was the
Gasworks Gang; Cor’s!! equivalent of the
Bashstreet Kids, which was another favourite
of mine, since they created mayhem

ComicScen e.org | Comic Scene | Volume 2 Issue 3 | June 2019
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wherever they went.
Percy Puffer was a kid with super breath,
which would more often than not get him
into a sticky situation. Joe McCaffrey’s Telltale
Tess was a brattish little girl who was always
grassing on people and getting them into
trouble, generally spoiling their fun, only for
the tables to be turned at the last moment
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and she’d end up being the one in trouble.
Spoilsport was another who got a kick out
of…well, the title of the strip says it all.
Andy’s Ants was a good one about a boy
befriending a colony of ants that could talk
to him and do a hundred and one
ingenious things. And as always, there
were comic strips in there that wouldn’t be
allowed to even see the light of day in this
politically correct modern era of ours.
Two in particular spring to mind; one being
the Slimms and the other, Whacky. The
former was about Mr. and Mrs. Slimm, who,
it has to be said, were always scrounging
for food, only for their spiteful son to thwart
their scoffing schemes, naturally telling
them it was for their own good.
Whacky was self-explanatory, in that our
titular kid hero would get thrashed on an
almost weekly basis for getting up to no
good at school, and half the time it wasn’t
even his fault. I don’t know about you, but
I’d have begged to get expelled! Can you
imagine the backlash if such strips were
printed today?

lands in the Kalahari Desert, leaving the
toddler as the sole survivor.
The chameleon lizards cover the infant in
the gooey secretions from their insect
attracting tongues, giving the boy a
protection against the blistering desert sun.
As well as learning their odd language, the
lad fashions himself a body suit out of
lizard and snake scales, which when worn
allows him to camouflage himself without
being detected by the naked eye.
Beautifully drawn by Colquhoun, the
weekly strip was in full colour, though
sometimes the printing didn’t do the
artwork justice. Kid Chameleon was a great
action strip which eventually saw our young
hero tracking down the murderer of his
parents and getting revenge.
He was a very original character, British
through and through, with that quirky
origin of his. I mean, American heroes get
bitten by radioactive spiders, whereas their
British counterparts get gobbed on by
geckos! You have to love the originality of
our British comic and adventure strips.

One can’t write about Cor!! without
mentioning Ivor Lott and Tony Broke.
Originally drawn by Reg Parlett, we’d find
super rich Ivor always outdoing the empty
pocketed, down on his luck Tony who
didn’t have two pennies to rub together. As
the strip progressed we’d find Tony
becoming less bitter at his social standing
and using his wits to get his own back at
Ivor, whose ruthlessness often found the
rich kid falling foul of his dad.

Cor!! ran from 1970 to 1974, some 200 or
so issues being produced before the
comic merged with Buster which was a
stronger selling comic at the time. Kid
Chameleon only ran until 1972 so never
migrated over into the pages of Buster,
which may have been just as well since a
strip called Fishboy, Denizen of the Deep
echoed its originality. The similarity may
have arisen since this too was written by
Scott Goodall, and it ran until 1975.

Swopper Stan was another oddity, in which
Stan couldn’t help swapping everything he
had for whatever someone else had. Never
satisfied, Stan would swap multiple times
only for it to backfire on him and generally
end with him being in hot water with his
parents! This kid must have been hell to
buy a Christmas present for!

I collected both Buster and Cor!! at the
time and was excited to hear when the two
would combine. Unfortunately not all the
strips made the migration, with many of my
favourites being pushed out. But all was
not lost for Cor!! continued a steady output
of Christmas annuals and summer specials
right through until the mid-80’s, and yes I
did collect them all, and I still have most of
them to this day.

But the oddest comic strip had to be Little
Geyser, a jet of talking water, (suspend your
disbelief, folks,) that spends all its time just
wanting to relax, only to be disturbed time
and again, but being made of water,
Geyser had ingenious ways of getting out
of trouble.
The highlight of the mag, for me, was
always the action strip Kid Chameleon,
created by Scott Goodall and Joe
Colquhoun. It followed the adventures of
an English boy who is brought up by lizards
and snakes when his parent’s plane crash

And lo and behold there’s rumours that a
Buster and Cor!! Special Edition is headed
our way this year from Rebellion, which
should please all us ageing Brit kids of the
70’s. I don’t know about you but I’ll be at the
front of the queue for mine. I have to admit
that when I heard the news, I couldn’t help
myself with a rallying cry of…
…COR!!

Author: Martin Dallard | Twitter: @MartinDallard
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ollowing the success of the first two Scream and Misty
Specials, it’s certainly ‘Good News For All Readers.’ For
over the next six months, Rebellion will release six more
one-offs, starting this month with the highly anticipated Cor!!
And Buster Special, which will revive over a dozen of IPC/
Fleetway’s much loved humour strips. And while he could have
resurrected popular titles such as Whizzer and Chips and
Whoopee or more short-lived but cult favourites like Monster
Fun, Krazy or Shiver and Shake, Treasury of Britain editor Keith
Richardson maintains that Cor!! and Buster were the most
obvious headliners.
18

“Buster was the most successful of the Fleetway titles, so we
had to have that as one of the titles,” he explains. “And Cor!!
just worked well with it as a title. At the end of the day, it doesn’t
really matter which comic titles we used because we have
characters from across the whole Fleetway humour archive in
this beautiful thing!”
With many of us counting reading Fleetway’s numerous
humour weeklies amongst our formative childhood comic
book experiences, Richardson hopes that the special will attract
both older and younger readers. “We’re straddling the two
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there should be some of that, too!” says
Freeman, referring to the 1960s
Odhams weeklies. “The reinvention
comes in the other strips, so I’m looking
forward to reading them.”
“Without revealing too much, a bunch of
classic humour comic stars meet up, and
there are also cameos from several
others too,” adds Stringer. “Even Weary
Willie and Tired Tim, who first appeared
in Chips! In 1896, make a passing
appearance. I’ve kept the characters
looking like they used to as it suits the
purposes of the introduction before we
get to the modern takes of various
characters. I think the characters can
work for today’s readers with a bit of a
refresh. After all, every generation likes
a laugh, and they were strong, enduring
characters back then and they still
appeal today. So I’m over the moon to
have the opportunity to draw Bad Penny,
Sid’s Snake and the rest that I remember
from my childhood.”
Having actually contributed to both
Oink and Buster during the 1980s,
Freeman was delighted to draw on
Stringer’s considerable experience. “I
particularly pushed for the chance to
work with Lew, not just because he’s a
brilliant cartoonist and writer in his own
right, but because of his encyclopedic
knowledge of British comics. I knew he’d
throw in lots of sight gags to
compliment the theme of the strip,
which is essentially a bun fight between
the best known comic editors for the
right to edit the special, and as
expected, he did a fantastic job.”

worlds, hopefully appealing to the more
mature nostalgia heads but also trying
to get new blood interested,” he
reasons. “I think that Cor!! and Buster
will keep most of the older fans happy,
but will also appeal to the young ‘uns.”
Admitting that, “one of the perks of
being the editor is that I could pick and
choose all of my faves from the Fleetway
archive,” Richardson was spoilt for
choice when it came to deciding what
stories to focus on. “We had to use
characters we thought would still have
appeal and feel relevant today,” he says.

“Fortunately, a lot of them proved to be
extremely malleable and not all that
hard to bring up to date.”
Cor!! and Buster includes Who’s In
Charge?, a three-page prologue written
by John Freeman and drawn by Lew
Stringer that introduces the various
protagonists to their new audience.
“Who’s in Charge is very much a
celebration of the characters as I
remember them, so given I was more of
a Smash!, Wham! And Sparky reader,
the strip lends itself to the more anarchic
and oddball than the slapstick, although

Starting out in Cor!! in 1970 before
moving across to Buster after the two
titles merged in 1974, Ivor Lott and Tony
Broke has been placed in the capable
hands of 2000 AD editor Matt Smith and
artist Tanya Roberts. “Keith was looking
for a writer for Ivor Lott and Tony Broke,
so I offered my services,” says Smith. “I
remember enjoying Milly O’Naire and
Penny Less, who came from Jackpot and
then shared their strip with Ivor and Tony
from Cor!! when it merged with Buster.
The very simplistic class divide is
something that’s easy for kids to
understand, as they sympathise with
Tony and Penny’s humble straits while
boo-hissing Milly and Ivor’s snobbery.”
Noting that, “the rich kids’ over the top,
limitless funds to buy whatever they like
is good fun from a story point of view,”
Smith has subtly elevated the quartet
19
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into 21st Century. “Ivor converts his mansion into a smart
home, complete with drones to do his bidding,” he
explains. “He shows off to Milly while Tony and Penny, as
ever, are sick of Ivor’s bragging, and they end up putting
a spanner in the works. The story template is pretty much
the same as any Lott and Broke story, but with a bit more
modern tech for today’s iPad savvy juves.”
In contrast, Alec Worley believes that Kid Kong – who he
is tackling alongside artist Tiernen Trevallion – is simply
timeless. “I didn’t have to update the concept at all,” he
insists. “There’s nothing time-specific in there, such as
teacher with mortar boards caning kids. Plus the comedic
premise is perfectly solid as it’s basically a giant gorilla
with the mind of an excitable seven-year-old causing
wanton destruction wherever he goes. It was easy to
come up with a story, and we have Kid’s Nan taking him
on a trip to Banana-con! It’s the first time I’ve worked with
Tiernan, and his gags were just brilliant.”
Along with illustrating the character-filled cover, Neil
Goodge is collaborating with writer Paul Good enough
on Deadly Hedley, Vampire Detective, who first
appeared in Oink! in 1981 before eventually ending up
in Buster. “It was a lot of fun to work on, but surprisingly
tricky compared to more regular comic work,” reflects
Goodge. “There’s a lot that needs to go into a humour
strip, and not a lot of space to do it as each strip is so
small, so trying to fit in all the visual cues and gags could
be a challenge.”
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“...Rebellion are also reprinting
a variety of original material
in May 4th’s Free Comic Book
Day title Funny Pages”

Goodge also struggled to nail down
Hedley’s exact visual depiction. “A lot of
people have memories of a character and
what they look like,” he explains. “But
what I found odd is how different they
already were from artist to artist, and
Deadly Hedley was a good example of
that. With the reference I could find for
him, the designs were vastly different depending on who drew
him, so I took what I liked and drew him my way. The same
applied across the entire strip really. I liked the way they used
to draw the title header on the page, so I did that. And some
of the artists were detailed in their work, some very simple, so
I kept my figures relatively simple and detailed some of the
backgrounds.”
Partnered by American artist Mike Hoffman, Cavan Scott was
given the auspicious task of bringing back Ken Reid’s
legendary Frankie Stain. “Keith asked me if I’d like to be
involved and naturally I bit his hand off, especially when he
mentioned Frankie Stein,” says Scott, who has remained
faithful to the long-running strip’s core concepts. “I tried to
keep it as close to the original set-up as possible, playing with
a lot of tropes of British humour comics, so we have familiar
situations like giant vegetable competitions and lots of
slapstick but threw portals to hell and zombie outbreaks into
the mix!”
And if all that wasn’t enough, Rebellion are also reprinting a
variety of original material in May 4th’s Free Comic Book Day

title Funny Pages, which apart from some vintage Ivor Lott and
Tony Broke, Frankie Stein and Deadly Hedley also features the
likes of Monster Fun’s Martha’s Monster Make-Up and Krazy’s
dynamic duo Birdman and Chicken, who both didn’t quite
make the cut for the Cor!! and Buster Special.
“Again, I chose characters that I thought would have the
broadest appeal,” explains Richardson. “I actually ended up
using a lot of strips from some of the annuals since as most of
the Free Comic Book Day copies will be going stateside, it’s
essential that the publication had plenty of colour art inside.
By and large, the Americans aren’t too fond of black and
white, and I guess that more youngsters would probably
gravitate more towards colour offerings as well. And all of the
Free Comic Book Day titles have to be US comic-sized, which
was a challenge when you consider that our material was
published to a different spec. I was worried that the Frankie
Stein pages would be a little too densely packed, but it seems
to have worked out. It’s a great little offering, but we have to
let you ‘orrible lot be the judges of that!”

Author: Stephen Jewell | Twitter: @stephenjewell | Stephen writes for SFX, Total Film & the Megazine
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6 Reasons why

With the Treasury of
British Comics having
announced a 48-page
Cor! & Buster Special,
we take a look at what
helped make Buster
one of the UK's
greatest kids' papers
It had a great
sense of history
Putting aside the fact that Buster's final
years mainly consisted of previously
published strips, Buster would thrill
readers with a glimpse not only of its own
history but that of jokes and comics in
general.
In 1985, for instance, it printed a special
supplement celebrating 25 years that
was spread across numerous issues.
Amounting to 28 pages in total, this cutout-and-keep booklet not only reprinted
the very first Buster strip, it cycled through
each of the proceeding years, starting
with Lazy Sprockett and Sonny Boy from
1961 and 1962 before embarking upon
gems such as Tin Teacher from 1968,
Penny Pincher from 1972, Kid Gloves
from 1978 and The Winners in 1982.
The following year, Buster went even
further back in time. Another excellent
cut-out series was printed called Buster's
Book of Comic Cuts which, aside from
referencing the very first comic, Funny

Folks from 1874, sought to chart how
humour had changed over the years.
It began its journey in 1900 and proved
to be a worthy yet valuable collectible.
Buster even gave away a cardboard
cover to wrap around the 64 pages. As
such, it was a lovely treat that was
perhaps a tad indulgent on the part of
the comic's editor (as well as a good
insight into how they viewed the maturity
of the readership) but anyone who went
to the bother of putting it together would
treasure it forever. The same was true of
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the 35th anniversary cut-out-and-keep
book published over four issues from 9th
June 1995.

It was a mish-mash of
excellence
While readers were always sad when a
favourite comic disappeared from the
newsagent shelves, in the case of
IPC/Fleetway publications, Buster was
usually on hand to pick up the pieces.
The first comic to merge into Buster was
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Andy Capp, whose strips continue to be
published in the Daily Mirror and Sunday
Mirror, is a cash-strapped unemployed
layabout from Hartlepool who argues
with his wife Flo, flirts with barmaids, gets
into fights and whiles away the hours with
a beer. It's perhaps unsurprising that
Andy's outings were restricted to a few
mentions in 1960 (besides, Smythe didn't
like the Buster connection). Flo's
appearances, meanwhile, were much
more frequent.

Radio Fun as early as 1961 – less than a
year after Buster's May debut – and that
was followed by Film Fun (1962), The Big
One (1965), Giggle (1968), Jet (1971),
Cor!! (1974), Monster Fun (1976), Jackpot
(1982), School Fun (1984), Nipper (1987),
Oink! (1988) and Whizzer and Chips
(1990).
As a by-product of this absorption, Buster
also ended up bringing on board comics
that had already merged with others. It
meant Buster could incorporate strips from
The Wonder, Picture Fun, Kinema Comic,
Film Picture Stories, Illustrated Chips, Top
Slot, Whoopee!, Wow!, Cheeky, Shiver and
Shake, Krazy, Scouse Mouse and Knockout
if need be.
Some of the most notable adopted strips
from these comics included Charlie Drake,

Faceache, Chalky, Ivor Lott and Tony Broke,
X-Ray Specs, Mummy's Boy, Gums, Jack
Pott, School Belle, Nipper, Ricky Rainbow,
Pete's Pimple, Tom Thug, Weedy Willy,
Joker, Sweeney Toddler, Junior Rotter, Fuss
Pot and The Bumpkin Billionaires. It proved
to be quite some roster and they were
brought on board without destroying the
pace of the comic, perhaps because most
IPC/Fleetway strips were similar in that they
were based around a gimmick.

It had a cool
main character
Buster himself was a fun kid – proudly
heralded as the “Son of Andy Capp” at the
start of the comic's run, although the only
real similarities between the pair was a
checked green cap. After all, Reg Smythe's

The cartoon style adopted for Buster also
changed hugely over the years. Hands in
pockets and eyeless in Bill Titcombe's first
strip as he tried to cross a road (getting a
copper to help him by insinuating a bank
robber was taking place on the other
side), he already looked more more
approachable by 1961 when his strips
were called Buster's Good Deeds and
were being penned by Hugh McNeill. That
morphed into The Daydreams of Buster,
then Buster's Diary and Buster's Dream
World, with Àngel Nadal taking over until
1974. Buster was becoming ever cuter and
the strips far more detailed.
From this point, Reg Parlett, an
IPC/Fleetway stalwart, assumed the duties
of Buster's artist (the strip becoming
known as Buster's Diary again) and his
work was held in such high regard that in
the issue of the 4th August 1984, Buster
stacked a load of cakes on the front cover,
headed to the back page and celebrated
Parlett's 80th birthday with all of his chums
(and the readers). He was succeeded by
Tom Paterson in 1985 when plain old
Buster became the strips's sole name.
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submitted in the 1960s and 1970s,
readers were, at one point, enticed into
submitting a letter by the potential for
winning a Buster cap or bag. They were
also asked to name their favourite three
features and the one they least liked,
influencing the future of the comic, and
there was a good sense of trying to get
readers to be creative: a lovely “learn to
draw” booklet span several issues in
1985.
One of the nicest moves, however, was a
contest to find a name for Buster's pet
worm which debuted on 13 July 1985
and ended up being called Sqworm.
What's more, the little insect was given its
own strip and ended up appearing in 66
issues overall as well as in one of the
special comic library publications. Oh and
while we're on the subject of interaction,
who could forget Jack Edward Oliver's
Cliff Hanger which placed the hero in
many a pickle and asked the readers to
make a “choose-your-own-adventure”
decision about what he should do next.
Full of running gags, the Cliff Hanger
strips were eventually coloured in the
1990s during the reprint days and, as if to
underline the aforementioned sense of
history, they even ended up being run
alongside details of when they originally
appeared as well as information about
how much Buster cost at the time, how
many pages were colour and what other
notable strips were in those issues.
Drawing much of his style from that of Leo
Baxendale, the strips began to appear
more energetic, modern and anarchic.

It gave readers a lot
of comic for their
money
Buster typically ran over 32 pages which
was a good whack more than DC
Thomson's standard page count of 24 and
it even went as high at 40 pages some
weeks. In the earlier days, those pages
primarily consisted of black and white
strips although limited colour overlays
were often adopted as time went on until
full colour was not so much desired as
demanded in order for comics to appeal
to readers distracted by other pursuits.
The comic also spawned lots of spin-offs.
There were the traditional annuals and

Summer specials as well as an adventure
library and comic library of small-form
publications made up of 64 pages each
that concentrated on a select number of
comic strip characters. They certainly
looked tiny in comparison with the main
comics of the earlier days when it was
tabloid sized and split between humour
and adventure.
As a weekly, it sure provided for solid,
regular reading material. It eventually went
fortnightly in the mid-1990s with the final
issue costing a less palatable £1.10.

It had wonderful
reader interaction
There was no Buster fan club but that's not
to say readers did not feel part of the world
the comic created. As well as frequent
competitions including a £1 for jokes
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It was home to some
outstanding artists
Comic fans often trot out two names in
particular when they discuss top-rated
artists of yesteryear: Leo Baxendale and
Ken Reid. Both appeared in the pages of
Buster: Reid contributing Faceache after
the comic it originally appeared in, Jet, was
swallowed up and Baxendale responsible
for Clever Dick and Sweeney Toddler.
Clever Dick was taken over by Baxendale's
son, Martin, around 1974.
Ensuring strips such as Faceache lived on
in Buster meant they could be enjoyed by
so many more children but humour strips
were not the only features in the comic.
The Leopard from Lime Street by Mike
Western and Eric Bradbury ran for close to
10 years (27th March 1976 to 18th May
1985) and, while drawn in a more realistic
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style and borrowing much from SpiderMan, it was imbued with great wit as it
told the tale of Billy Farmer who had
gained great strength and speed after
being scratched by a radioactive leopard.
Other top artists included Sid Burgon, the
illustrator for Ivor Lott and Tony Broke and
Joker, Jack Edward Oliver, who also
produced Vid Kid under his pseudonym
Sue Denim, and Lew Stringer who not
only brought Tom Thug and Pete's
Pimple over from Oink! but produced
Specky Hector's History of Comics.
Indeed, pretty much anybody who
worked for IPC/Fleetway will have ended
up having work published in Buster and
it will always have a special place in many
a reader's heart.

Author: David Crookes | Twitter: @davidcrookes
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hen Rebellion broke the
news that they were
publishing an all-new Cor!!
and Buster Humour Special it was met
with great enthusiasm from readers who
had fond memories of those comics.
Published on 17th April, the 52-page
special features a variety of art styles,
balancing
the
traditional
with
unexpected reboots of classic characters.
“Originally, we toyed with the idea of
calling the comic Cor!! Buster, It's a Krazy,
Monster fun, Whizzer and Chips comic”
says Keith Richardson, the special’s
editor. “This would have been a
nightmare for retailers and distributors,
so we wisely paired it back to just Cor!!
Buster.”
Keith continued; “Buster had to be in
there, as it was the crown jewel of the
Fleetway humour titles and pretty much
everything folded into it. Cor!! Buster had
a nice ring to it. Cor!! is a great name for
a humour comic - it's a word that you
don't hear that much these days, but
when I was growing up, it was quite a
common exclamation used in London.”
With Rebellion’s acquisition of the back
catalogue of comics once published by
IPC and their predecessors, some older
readers might have expected that the
comic would have every strip drawn in
the classic style, but Richardson had his
own vision. “I want this title to appeal to
both the old readers and a new
audience,” he said. “In order to do that I

felt it necessary to freshen things up a
little. Also, many artists who worked on
those strips back in the day are no longer
with us. The 'traditional' artists in the
special have a style that feels
contemporary. I also didn't want to use
too many artists who work on the Beano,
as I want Cor!! Buster to have a style and
identity all of its own.”
A good balance then, with the brilliant
Tom Paterson contributing new Sweeny
Toddler and Grimly Feendish strips
alongside creators such as Cavan Scott
and Mike Hoffman on Frankie Stein, and
newer artists including Neil Goodge and
Abigail Bulmer on strips such as Deadly
Hedley and Gums.
For my own contribution to the special,
I’ve collaborated with writer John
Freeman on a three page strip that
features a gathering of classic comic
hosts such as Cheeky, Shiner, and Buster
himself. I asked John how he came up
with the script. “Cor! and Buster editor
Keith Richardson approached me to
write the story, specifically to introduce
the old comic editors and other
characters” John explains. “He also
picked my brains about other possible
writers and artists, although he already
had Tom Paterson on board, for example,
and others.”
Freeman continued “The idea of a battle
to be the editor of the Special was pretty
much the first thing we agreed on, but
the idea of a Britain’s Got Talent contest
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was all mine, so you can blame me for
that one!”
The story, Who’s In Charge?, went
through a few tweaks before the final
script you see in print. “The strip was
pretty much as you see it from the get
go,” explains John, “although I dropped
some scenes where we’d have had more
from Shake the elephant. I did a number
of re-writes and the judging panel line up
changed a number of times - Captain
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“It’s great to see Tom Thug in there,” says
John Freeman, “one of Buster’s most
popular characters, and I hope he gets
another, bigger outing!”
Of course, back in the day, the characters
we’ve revived for Who’s In Charge? were
illustrated by various artists in individual
styles, so I’ve “ghosted” those styles to a
certain extent whilst maintaining my own
techniques for a uniform look to the strip.
The story opens with a classroom setting
and I’ve decorated the walls with various
old comic covers such as Krazy, Wham!,
and even Comic Cuts, all scanned from
my collection, as a homage to those
marvelous comics that preceded this
special. I’ve also written a breezy feature
to explain where the characters
originated from, with snippets of panels
from vintage comics.
Although the mainstream UK comics
market is a shadow of its former self
these days, the shelves in newsagents are
overflowing with children’s magazines.
Most of them are based on a licensed
property and bagged with several plastic
toys, - something that is starting to raise
concern amongst more environmentally
minded readers. The Cor!! Buster special
eschews that, allowing readers to actually
see the comic, with the strips being the
selling point. Everyone involved has put
a lot of work into this special to make it
distinctive from anything else on the
stands so we’re all hoping this could be
the start of something new!

Hurricane was in there at one point,
for example.”
With the script completed, John
Freeman put my name forward as the
artist to illustrate it. “I suggested Lew
Stringer as artist, because I knew he’d
throw in some fantastic sight gags
drawing on his massive knowledge of all
sorts of characters Rebellion now own,
without them detracting from the main
story, but which older readers would
enjoy”
As I’d been a regular contributor to the
original Buster comic from the late 1980s
throughout the 1990s it was exciting to
be back in a special that bore its name. It
was a privilege, and a little surreal, to
draw characters that I remember from my

childhood. Leo Baxendale’s Bad Penny
was always a favourite of mine from
Smash! in the 1960s so it was great to
bring her back as part of the team that
stars in our story. I managed to include
some cameo appearances by a few other
vintage characters too, including Weary
Willie and Tired Tim, created by Tom
Browne for Illustrated Chips in 1896!
They were my late granddad’s favourites
so that was a personal nod to him. I
couldn’t resist adding one of my old
characters too, so Tom Thug, The
Brainless Bully, is in one panel, fleeing a
charging army of Blots.

“As I’d been a
regular contributor
to the original Buster
comic from the late
1980s throughout
the 1990s it was
exciting to be back
in a special that
bore its name”

Author: Lew Stringer | Twitter: @lewstringer | Website: lewstringer.com
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Keith
Richardson
Part One

FCBD, Villains Takeover Special,
Funny Pages, Regened, All Ages
2000AD & The Return of
Melchester Rovers

K

eith Richardson is a man with an awful lot of
responsibility and a lot of sway in shaping
British comics. Not only Senior Graphic Novel
Editor at Rebellion and Senior Editor at The Treasury
Of British Comics, but he’s also the man responsible
for the vast majority of Rebellion’s various specials,
including the 2000AD Sci-Fi Specials, their Free Comic
Book Day comics, the Misty/Scream material, and the
all-new material coming from the Treasury archive,
including The Vigilant and the Cor! & Buster Special.
Oh, and he’s also the guiding hand behind the
rejuvenated Roy of the Rovers!
Richard Bruton caught up with Richardson to talk about
the various aspects of his work. In this first part, they talk
about this year’s FCBD offerings, getting younger
readers involved at 2000AD, and the brand new Roy
of the Rovers. Next time, in Comicscene Issue 4, we’ll
delve deeper into all things Treasury of British Comics,
including The Vigilant and the exciting new material of
the Cor! & Buster Special.
2000AD have been involved in Free Comic Book Day
since 2011, but with 2018s 2000AD Regened, they
went a step further, creating a comic full of new material
that reimagined classic 2000AD characters as all-ages
strips. This year, however, the 2000AD FCBD comic
isn’t actually a 2000AD title at all, but The Treasury of
British Comics Presents The Funny Pages.
Inside The Funny Pages, you’ll find a collection of
reprint strips from the vast archive of classic Brit
humour comics acquired by Rebellion over the last few
years. These include the likes of Buster, Cor!, Monster
Fun, Wham!, Shiver & Shake, Whizzer & Chips, and so
many more titles that readers remember so well from
their childhoods. You’ll find the likes of Leo Baxendale’s
Sweeny Toddler and Grimly Feendish strips, Ken Reid’s
Faceache, plus Gums!, Martha’s Monster Make-Up, Kid
Kong, and more.
However, The Funny Pages wasn’t the only title
Rebellion had planned for FCBD. Initially, Richardson
had planned two FCBD titles, one from 2000AD and
one from the Treasury. The 2000AD FCBD comic was
meant to be what has now become a very special oneoff, The Villains Takeover Special. Unfortunately, the
comic was rejected by the FCBD group, something
that Richardson had always planned for, “We put
forward two books this year, I knew it was a long shot
to get both approved, but worth trying our luck. We’d
planned for this though, and commissioned the work
for the Villains Special well in advance, knowing we’d
be able to give the fans a great special, featuring all
their favourite villains”.
As for the villains featured in the special, it’s a real mixed
bag. You’ve got Judge Death, of course, by Rob
Williams and Henrik Sahlstrom. “You have to have
Death”, says Richardson, “He’s the most well-known of
any of the villains, especially in the States”. Then there’s
Slaine’s nemesis, Lord Weird Slough Feg, in Lord of the
Hunt, by Pat Mills and Kyle Hotz, and the least
trustworthy bounty hunters in the Galaxy return in Stix:
Sleeping Dogs, by Matt Smith and Chris Weston.
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There’s even room for lesser-known
villainous types, with little seen Rogue
Trooper bad guys, Brass and Bland, making
an appearance in The Professionals by Karl
Stock and Kael Ngu. And rounding the
special out, there’s a special Terror Tale: Last
Of The Hellphibians by Henry Flint.
Richardson’s commitment to FCBD is
obvious and he’s pleased to say that it’s
brought in new readers, “I think there's a
footfall of over a million people for FCBD,
mostly in the States, of course. And we, at
2000AD, have seen people come on board
thanks to FCBD”. But, Richardson’s also
aware of the importance of FCBD in
involving younger readers, “FCBD is
catering more and more towards a
younger audience, which is a great idea, we
all want to get more kids into comics, foster
that next generation’s involvement in our
medium. Over the years, the comic industry
has neglected younger readers, we've
done our level best to exclude younger
readers, as an industry and it's kind of come
back to bite us”.
It’s the desire to get younger readers
involved that was behind 2000AD
Regened in 2018, “It was a bit of a feeder
for 2000AD, because it's so important to
get new, younger readers interested in
comic books. We need to be putting out
strips that are easier for new, younger
readers to get into and enjoy”.
The success of Regened has only made
Richardson more determined to expand
the world of 2000AD to a younger
readership. “The feedback for Regened
was great, it would be stupid not to do
more. There are plans, I wish I could say
more at this stage, but people need to
keep an eye on the 2000AD blog, message
boards, social media to find out about that
and we'll let the next gen know that there
will be something on the shelves for them”.
In terms of material, he’s well aware that it
would be something that may well stand
alone, with changes to a few key elements,
“We've got a young Dredd, already a
Judge. I don't think for these all-ages ideas
we need to be slaves to continuity. In terms
of Cadet Dredd, we wouldn't really be
looking at Dredd the fascist, we'd want to
create something more heroic, a young
cop, getting the bad guys. Johnny Alpha is
more of that as well, a hero capturing bad
guys, and he's a mutant, the outsider. And
kids can see that, especially if they feel that
bit isolated as well, and you could see them
looking at Johnny Alpha as some kind of
really cool role model”.

“I'm quite excited for a possible future with
some sort of younger 2000AD title in mind.
Not that that's the case at the moment, but
there are plans for something. Going
forward, I would love to see a regular title,
aimed squarely at a younger readership”.
And as for how that would look,
Richardson’s open to everything, “We've
got a vast array of characters that we could,
easily, repurpose for younger readers. But,
we don't only have to rely on rebooting
older characters. We could also create new
characters. We've got the creators capable
of doing that, absolutely”.
And whilst on the subject of comics geared
for younger readers, we move onto the
brand-new, rejuvenated Roy of the Rovers.
It was a huge deal, taking one of the most
iconic characters in British comics’ history,
almost universally known, and Richardson
was determined to make it work.
The approach they took, with new graphic
novels from Rob Williams and Ben Willsher,
new books from Tom Palmer, and a Match
of the Day magazine strip by Richardson
and artist Lisa Henke have all gone down
incredibly well. The decision to completely
ditch the past, create an all-new Roy Race,
may have seemed, to some, to be
sacrilegious,
but
Richardson
was
determined to do a new Roy, looking to
appeal to new readers, with the hope that
the older readers would go with it. And so
far, it seems to be working, “We're hearing
from lots of fathers picking it up who used
to be old readers, who weren't, necessarily
reading any other comic books, but were
football fans. And kids finding it who aren't
comic book fans but who love their
football”.

Richardson’s very aware of the appeal of
the character outside traditional comics,
something that’s been borne out by sales,
“With Roy, word of mouth has been great,
but it’s not the kind of thing that's going to
have a massive appeal in comic book
stores, but in a book store, that's where
we're seeing sales go really well, and
supermarkets as well”.
As far as choosing the creative team on the
graphic novel series, Richardson had one
choice when it came to the writer, “Rob
Williams was a no-brainer, certainly one of
the best writers we've got at 2000AD at the
moment, and his other works show just
how many different styles he’s able to write
in. Plus he's a massive football fan, and he
was a massive Roy of the Rovers fan as a
kid. There's a great photograph doing the
rounds on the Interwebs of young Rob
Williams in a Melchester Rovers top”. As far
as artists go, Ben Willsher came on board
after a good bit of market research, “We did
our due diligence with Roy as well, had
several artists pitch to do Roy and Ben’s
style was far beyond anyone else's in terms
of popularity”.
With more graphic novels, more books, a
huge amount of positive press outside the
comics press, and a new connection with
the FA, including an FA Cup Special comic
to celebrate that ‘Roy of the Rovers’ feeling
the FA Cup can produce, things are
definitely looking good for the future of
Roy Race.
In part two, we’ll be talking more with Keith
Richardson about the responsibilities of
masterminding The Treasury of British
Comics and look forward to all-new material
from the vast wealth of British humour
comics.

Author: Richard Bruton | Twitter: @richardbruton
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F

rankie Stein is fondly remembered by
those who read IPC comics from the
mid-seventies onwards. IPC introduced
Frankie in the first issue of SHIVER AND
SHAKE cover-dated March 10th 1973 without
bothering to explain his origins, and few
readers recalled that the character had made
his debut in 1964 in WHAM! No. 4. Crazy and
occasionally violent adventures of Frankie
Stein the friendly monster, Professor Cube
and his son Micky continued in WHAM! for
more than three years totalling up to 142
weekly episodes, the vast majority illustrated
by Ken Reid. Towards the end of the run of
WHAM! the appearances of Frankie Stein
became less frequent and finally ceased
altogether in August 1967. Thus, Frankie’s
new debut in the pages of SHIVER AND
SHAKE was after a five-and-a-half year break.
Although Ken Reid was working for IPC at the
time, illustrator’s duties were assigned to
Robert Nixon. Perhaps the publisher believed
readers would find Nixon’s cuddly new
Frankie more appealing than Reid’s oldschool diabolical version. Robert Nixon did a
sterling job and there’s no doubt that his
interpretation of the character is deeply
ingrained in the memories of numerous fans
who followed Frankie’s adventures in the 70s
and beyond.
New artist wasn’t the only change: character
line-up of the revamped feature was
‘optimised’ by dropping Prof. Cube’s son
Micky who used to be a regular in WHAM!
series.
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Frankie Stein and his Dad Professor Cuthbert Cube resided at
Mildew Manor in the village of Puddleditch. They were a weird
pair: Frankie was a dumb but lovable creature with a tiny brain
and a huge muscular body who didn’t know his own strength.
Cube was forever sorry for creating Frankie and employed his
scientific talents in devising wicked schemes to get rid of his son.
Frankie’s character is plain and simple: he is kind-hearted and
always in a jolly enthusiastic mood, but naïve and blissfully
unaware of his own hideousness. Despite Cube’s never ending
diabolical plots, Frankie has warm feelings towards Dad and a
thought that his creator might be trying to get rid of him hardly
ever crosses his mind.
Cube’s personality is by far more complex than Frankie’s. He tries
hard to be a good parent: he buys Frankie’s groceries, sees him
off to school, gives him pocket money, takes him to the Zoo, the
circus, the pictures, the seaside and even on overseas holidays,
mends his shoes, tells him bedtime stories, bakes his birthday
cake, etc. At the same time, Cube is permanently on the verge of
a nervous breakdown because Frankie is a glutton who eats him
out of house and home, and a clumsy brute costing him
thousands in repair bills. Therefore Cube’s mind is always busy
devising cunning schemes to get rid of his son, and he is
unscrupulous in the choice of his means. Everything goes –
explosives, bombs, landmines and all sorts of Professor’s own
ingenious inventions – mechanical gadgets, potions, concoctions,
etc. Cube tries to chuck Frankie by enlisting him in the army,
shipping him off to Timbuctoo, turning him to the Zoo as a ‘Wild
Man’, pushing him off a train going at full speed, getting him a job
as a stuntman, putting him into orbit around the Earth, sending
him off to cannibals’ island, transporting him to the past with the
aid of a time machine and even kidnapping SHIVER artist to take
control of that week’s story... Needless to say, Dad’s schemes
always misfire and turn against him in the form of property
damages or physical suffering.

Given the popularity of the feature, it was not surprising that
Frankie Stein confidently survived the incorporation of SHIVER
AND SHAKE into WHOOPEE! in the Autumn of 1974. He
appeared regularly throughout the 11-year run of WHOOPEE!
illustrated by Robert Nixon and several other artists, including
Brian Walker. Being a star of the comic, Frankie featured on pullout posters and in cut-out minibooks. In addition to episodes in
WHOOPEE! weeklies as well as SHIVER AND SHAKE and
WHOOPEE! annuals and holiday specials, the friendly monster
got his own WHOOPEE! FRANKIE STEIN HOLIDAY SPECIAL (as
many as 8 editions were published from 1975 till 1982) and even
his own annual – THE BOOK OF FRANKIE STEIN (2 editions in
1976 and 1977). At one point he even became too big for just
one comic and took the position of ‘Honorary Editor’ of
MONSTER FUN COMIC where he hosted Letters to Frankie,
appeared in Frankie's Diary feature, presented Ticklish Allsorts
page and occupied front covers of a few MONSTER FUN COMIC
Annuals.

The paradox is that most of Cube’s misery comes from his efforts
to do away with Frankie. If it weren’t for his failed schemes, Dad
would only have to put up with Frankie’s gluttony, his habit of
forgetting to use the doors and breaking through the walls too
often, and being a general embarrassment. Misfired schemes,
however, push Cube deeper into despair because they often
result in damages of a grand scale, destruction of Mildew Manor
and Professor’s bodily injuries. And still, Cube is occasionally torn
by dual emotions of hate and remorse for being mean to Frankie.
During the run of SHIVER AND SHAKE Frankie Stein grew
increasingly popular with the readers: 1 ½ pages in the first three
issues soon became 2 full pages (issues 4 - 48), then 3 full pages
(issues 49 – 52), then front cover plus 3 inside pages (issues 53 –
55) and finally front cover plus two inside pages (issues 56 - 78).
All in all, that’s 161.5 inside pages in black and white and 26 front
covers in full colour.
Robert Nixon was responsible for nearly all of Frankie Stein art in
SHIVER AND SHAKE, barring several ‘doctored’ reprints from
WHAM! by Ken Reid, and four episodes drawn by Frank
McDiarmid. Frank McDiarmid deserves special praise because his
sets offer an excellent version of the character different from
Robert Nixon’s. The episodes burst with violent energy
comparable to that of Ken Reid’s sixties original.

Author: Irmantas Povilaika | Website: kazoop.blogspot.co.uk
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Jody Houser:

L

os Angeles-based Jody Houser
describes herself as ‘a writer of
comics and other story shaped
things.’ It’s a modest description of an
already brilliant and diverse writing
career. DC Comics, Marvel, IDW, Image
Comics – Jody has done it all.
Jody decided she wanted to be a writer
at the age of eight. She grew up reading
comics and watching TV shows such as
Batman: The Animated Series. She has an
MFA in Creative Writing from Emerson
College in Boston and completed a
master’s thesis in screenwriting. In 2017
she was nominated for an Eisner Award
for her work on Valiant Comics’ Faith.

writer to introduce the
Thirteenth Doctor to the
medium of comics,
starting
with
the
appropriately titled ‘A
New Beginning’ which
began in October 2018.
Jody’s work on the strip
has already garnered
positive reviews with
Tony Fyler of the Mass
Movement
website
commenting that ‘What’s
immediately apparent in The Thirteenth
Doctor #1 is how quickly writer Jody
Houser has cottoned on to the voices of
the Doctor and her friends.’

In early 2018, it was announced that Jody
would be part of an all-female team
introducing Jodie Whittaker’s Thirteenth
Doctor to Titan Comics’ Doctor Who
series, alongside artists Rachael Stott and
Enrica Angolini. Jody had been a Who
fan since the revamped series had
launched in the US and was the perfect

ComicScene caught up with Jody to get
her thoughts on being part of the Doctor
Who universe. I asked her if working on
Doctor Who is a more secretive process
than working on other titles. ‘I think with
all licensed books for properties that are
still ongoing, there's going to be a level

of secrecy so that spoilers don't get out,’
says Jody. ‘Doctor Who has been similar
to other shows like Orphan Black and
Stranger Things that I've worked on in
terms of secrecy.’
It's often said that Doctor Who is a format
that you can do anything with. Would
Jody agree with that assessment or are
there built-in limitations within the
Doctor Who concept? ‘I think having all
of time and space to play with gives you
an amazing range of stories to tell,’ Jody
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explains. ‘But at the end of the day, no
matter how strange or dark or scary it
gets, you shouldn't lose that sense of
optimism and hope at the heart of the
series. I think if you lose that, it stops
feeling like Doctor Who.’

Stranger Things ... how does that feel?
Jody is philosophical: ‘I feel very lucky
getting to contribute to universes that
have been influential in both my writing
and my love of storytelling and genre in
general!’

Rachael Stott was responsible for the
artwork on ‘A New Beginning’. There’s no
denying Rachael’s incredible talent but
what specifically does Jody feel is the
appeal of Rachael’s work? ‘Rachael's art
is so great at capturing the energy of the
people she's portraying, beyond just
their likenesses. Comics is a static
medium, so an artist who can make the
art feel alive the way Rachael does is
invaluable. And of course, Enrica's
colours pair so well with her art. The two
of them together are magic.’

There’s lots more to come from Jody,
both in terms of Doctor Who and the
many other genres and franchises she
contributes to. There can be little doubt
that in the decades ahead, Jody Houser
will continue to be one of the world’s
most prolific and influential comic
writers. ComicScene will be watching her
future projects with interest!

Jody has worked on many of the major
science fiction and super hero franchises
- Star Wars, Spider-Man, Supergirl,
Doctor Who, James Bond, The X Files,

Jody’s website is at http
www.mindeclipse.com.

With thanks to Will O’Mullane and Chris
Thompson. Thirteenth Doctor comic strip
© Titan Comics.

A u t h o r : I a n W h e e l e r | Tw i t t e r : @ i a n w h e e l e r _ w h o
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in the 1950’s
A

sk any avid comic reader which hero
has the greatest rogue’s gallery and
nine times out of ten they’ll usually
say the Batman. Personally I always thought it
was the Amazing Spider-Man, but that’s a
conversation for another day.
But out of the myriad menagerie of
mindboggling misfits the Caped Crusader
has gone up against in his colourful career,
none have dealt him a deadlier blow than in
the decade of the 1950’s, when psychologist
Dr Frederic Wertham and the publication of
his book The Seduction of the Innocent
floored the entire comic book industry.
Wertham’s scathing attack on the medium
was in the form of an accusation that comics
as a whole was to blame for inciting
delinquency in the minds of impressionable
American children, and the crime based
comics in particular were helping to breed a
generation of maladjusted youths who would
later go on to crimes themselves.
Trying to head trouble off at the pass, the
publishing industry created a self-governing
body known as the Comics Code Authority
voluntarily to allay intervention by the U.S.
Senate. But it turned out to be too little too
late, a result of which saw the demise of many
publishing houses. Jobs were lost and the
comic industry was changed forever. DC
Comics or National as they were known at the
time came under fire too. Wertham put
forward the idea that Superman was a fascist,
undermining authority figures such as the
Police with his own brand of justice.
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Rounding out our Bat-clan was Ace the Bat-Hound, who had
single handily (or paw-ily) deduced Bruce and Dick’s secret
identities, and last but not least, Bat-Mite, the interdimensional
sprite who was as much of a magical pain to Batman as Mr
Mxyzptlk was to Superman.
All this should have been more than enough to assuage a
crusader like Wertham, right? It’s just too bad they didn’t do
something about the male chauvinism Batman showed toward
Batwoman. The condescension he aimed at his fellow crime
fighter was at times appalling. But then I guess that around that
time it was only right that women knew their place…
Batman’s foray into the fifties is often derided and considered by
many to be the lowest ebb of his career, and while some of the
dafter sci-fi aspects of the storylines can be forgiven, (this was the
time of Sputnik and the start of the space race between the U.S.
and Russia,) there were some fine tales to come out of this
decade.
Although both characters had been around for over ten years,
apart from appearing on comic covers to boost war bonds in the
forties, it wasn’t until 1952 that Batman and Superman teamed up
properly for the first time. This led to a revamp of World’s Finest
Comics which saw the team up happen on a regular basis. And
so popular was this that from it sprang the idea of the Justice
League of America at a later date.
The standout story for me during this time of bland day glow tales
was when it was revealed that Bruce Wayne was not the first
Batman in Gotham; rather it was his father Thomas who had
donned the cowl long before his son. For those of you out there
who have yet to read this gem, I urge you to seek it out for
yourself. It’s a story from Bat-history that has had ramifications right
up to the present day.

“...a result of which saw the
demise of many publishing
houses. Jobs were lost
and the comic industry
was changed forever.”

Another tale from this time which stands out is to be found in
Detective Comics, issue168, titled “The Man behind the Red
Hood!” This story would later become the foundation stone to the
origin of the Dark Knight’s arch nemesis, the Joker. This tale would
be fully fleshed out in the eighties by Alan Moore and Brian
Bolland’s seminal graphic novel, The Killing Joke.

As for Batman and Robin, well they were nothing more than a
blatant advertisement for overt homosexuality. Parents believed
everything they were being told, so things had to change for the
Guardian of Gotham City, a shift in his crusade for justice, you
could say. So from fighting the scum and villainy in the squalid
alleyways of night-shrouded Gotham, Batman and Robin spread
their wings and took flight, quite literally, into the daylight and
outer space in their quest for the greater good.
But first something had to be done about the mutterings of
their…relationship. It was at this point that we were first introduced
to the extended Bat family. First among these was Kathy Kane aka
Batwoman, who fought alongside the Dynamic Duo, all the while
carrying a romantic torch for our tall, dark leading man. Hot on
her heels came Batgirl, (this version had no connection to
Commissioner Gordon at this point,) so both Batman and his ward
had some eye candy to goggle at. With two gals for our all
American heroes to drool over, you can’t get more wholesome
than that.

As with every decade we comic readers have to take the good
with the bad, but the fifties ran the whole gamut of mixed
mediocrity, with a few jewels like the ones briefly mentioned,
shining amongst the dreck that was being churned out, in what I
now believe to be a deliberate tactic just to keep Batman from
being cancelled altogether. So we can forgive gaudy stories
where Batman had to wear a different coloured costume every
night and thus labelled “The Rainbow Batman.”
We endured him being turned into a human fish, witnessed the
Bat Signal being projected onto the face of the moon, and lastly
shuddered at the monstrosity that was “Mogo the Bat-Ape!” As
odd as all these stories were, in their own way they were
entertaining. There’s a saying that things have to get worse before
they get better, and indeed the 1950’s was the turning point for
Batman and the comic industry as a whole, and we should thank
our lucky stars that some of our most beloved characters weren’t
cancelled completely.
Batman and Robin, among others endured. And just around the
corner was the swinging sixties and the birth of pop culture, where
we would see the Dynamic Duo’s popularity hit new heights.

Author: Martin Dallard | Twitter: @MartinDallard
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OF THE

E

ight years after penning the last Thor-focused
crossover Fear Itself, Jason Aaron is once again
putting the God of Thunder front and centre of the
Marvel Universe with this month’s blockbuster mini-series,
War of the Realms. Springing out of the monthly Thor title,
which Aaron also writes, trouble has been brewing in the
Ten Worlds for sometime now. And as editor Wil Moss
points out, many of the relevant storylines have been
handily compiled in the recent War of the Realms: Prelude
collection.
“Jason has been building towards War of the Realms for
years now, ever since the ‘Accursed’ story he and Ron
Garney told back in Thor: God of Thunder,” says Moss,
referring to September 2013’s Thor: God of Thunder #13.

“War of the Realms was originally going to be an arc in
the Thor monthly book, but when Jason pitched the idea
at one of Marvel’s creative retreats a few years back, we
realised just how big the scope of this story is, and how it
affects the entire Marvel Universe, and not just Thor’s
corner. So it was just clear that this was bigger than an arc
of Thor, it needed to be its own event.”
Pitting Earth’s Mightiest Heroes and sundry other supertypes against the malevolent machinations of Malekith the
Accursed, War of the Realms takes in all of the ten realms,
although the majority of the action takes place on Thor’s
adopted home of Midgard. “Most of the story is spent on
Earth, but key moments in the story occur in realms like
Svartalfheim and Jotunheim,” explains Moss. “Midgard is
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last on Malekith’s list because he knows
it will be the toughest one to conquer,
as not only does Thor protect it, but it’s
also home to tons of other superpowered heroes. So he needs to first
gather his full forces and strategically
hurt Thor’s chances of mounting a
successful defence by orchestrating the
fall of Asgard and the destruction of the
Rainbow Bridge before he can come
for Midgard. But now that time has
finally come…”
Brought to life on the big screen by
Christopher Eccleston in 2013’s Thor:
The Dark World, the belligerent leader
of the Dark Elves was first created by
Walt Simonson, first emerging from the
Stygian depths of Svartalfheim in 1984’s
Thor #344. “Malekith is dangerous
because war itself is his endgame,”
reasons Moss. “But it’s not just the
conquest of the Ten Realms that he’s
after, it’s a never-ending conflict and
never-ending chaos and misery, as he
wants war as much as Thor wants
peace. He’s also a student of war, so he
knows how to forge alliances, and how
to hinder his opponent before the fight
has even begun, and he also knows
how to conquer. Thor and the heroes of
the Marvel Universe have never faced a

threat like Malekith and his army, as
readers will soon see.”
Released twice a month between April
and June, the six-issue mini-series will
be accompanied by a whole host of tieins titles, most notably including a
five-part revival of the formerly Kieron
Gillen-scripted Journey Into Mystery by
writers Justin, Griffin, Travis and Clint
McElroy and artist Andre Lima Araujo,
which finds the likes of Balder the
Brave, Thori the Hellhound and Dr.
Sebastian Druid searching for Thor’s
missing little sister, who apparently
holds the key to resolving the whole
conflagration. There will also be spin-off
series of Uncanny X-Men, Punisher,
Agents of Atlas and Sean Ryan and
Nico Leon’s Spider-Man and the
League of Realms, which intriguingly
sees the Wallcrawler teaming up with
Screwbeard the Dwarf, Ud the Troll, Ro
Bloodroot the Wizard, Sir Ivory
Honeyshot the Light Elf and the
Moutain Giant.
And of most interest to UK readers,
Captain Britain stars alongside Captain
Marvel, Venom, Deadpool, Hulk
Weapon H, Black Widow and the
Winter Soldier in the ranks of the so-

called War Avengers, the second of a
trio of War of the Realms Strikeforce
one-shots that are due in May.
With the author teasing online that he’ll
“be looking to go out with a bang,”
Aaron is heavily rumoured to be
departing Thor sometime after the War
of the Realms concludes. But in the
meantime, it reunites him with Russell
Dauterman, whom he first collaborated
with on 2014’s Thor series, which
famously saw Jane Foster’s female Thor
replacing
the
then-incapacitated
Odinson. Renowned for his meticulous
detail and sumptuous linework, War of
the Realms certainly represents the
American artist’s most challenging
assignment to date.
“Nobody else could have drawn this
story but Russell,” insists Moss. “He has
such a connection to the world of Thor
thanks to the run he did with Jason on
Thor and Mighty Thor, and he’s just
brilliant at drawing everything a story as
big as War of the Realms calls for
including a cast of thousands, epic fight
scenes and fantastical worlds and
beings. He’s the best superhero artist
working today, as War of the Realms will
prove.”

Author: Stephen Jewell | Twitter: @stephenjewell | Stephen writes for SFX, Total Film & the Megazine
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Pictures left to right: Rafael Albuquerque and Rob Williams at Portsmouth Comic Con 2018 Pics: Joel Meadows

I

t’s only a few weeks until the second
Portsmouth Comic Con and here
its two content producers Joel
Meadows and Andrew Colman
answer questions about the show…
 %$% ' $$#%  % $%#'"
' % $ ' 
A: We were hoping it would be a
success but we didn’t expect the
amount of very positive feedback we
received from everyone, from exhibitors
to guests and the general public. We felt
     
a show that everyone who attended it
enjoyed.
Q: With just six weeks to go until the
'   " ' %  ' 
% " %% &'$ % %'" %$ '&
'$'
A: We have gathered another very

www.tripwiremagazine.co.uk
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strong line-up of guests from the UK
and the US. This time around we have
Liam Sharp, who is currently the hot
artist on DC’s The Green Lantern, Marvel
and DC legend Roy Thomas, legendary
Batman writer Steve Englehart, artist
Tomm Coker, artist Tommy Lee Edwards
and Star Wars artist Russell Walks, who
is back again. In terms of UK talent, we

“This time around we have
Liam Sharp, who is currently
the hot artist on DC’s The Green
Lantern, Marvel and DC legend
Roy Thomas, legendary Batman
writer Steve Englehart, artist
Tomm Coker, artist Tommy Lee
Edwards and Star Wars artist
Russell Walks.”

have Game of Thrones concept and
storyboard artist William Simpson,
Sean Phillips, Chris Weston, Rob
Williams, Alison Sampson and Laurence
Campbell.
 % $ %$   &#$ #!
% ' % ' %%" ##"!
'"  # % %'" '"%
A:    
with the presence of guests like Walter
and Louise Simonson so we wanted to
make sure that the quality of the guests
was up there for the second one and
we also wanted to keep it a show that
celebrated comics in all of its forms too.
  "% %%%" % %%"
% &'$ % %'" %$
A:    
Awards, with the ceremony being held
on the Saturday night at the show.
Hosted by Jasper Bark, people can still
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From left to right: Liam Sharp, Tommy Lee Edwards and Tomm Coker are among the guests at the 2019 Portsmouth Comic Con Below right: The legendary Louise Simonson was one of the guests at last year’s show
vote for these until 30 April. We are very
excited about this and hope it will be a
 # ###!"# ##!#
be having a Batman 80th anniversary
exhibition, reproducing some of the
character’s key covers and art over its
long history and there will also be an
extensive Game of Thrones exhibition
showcasing William Simpson’s art. Since
it’s the 4 May too, Star Wars day, the Isle
of Wight Prop Crew will also be bringing
with them movie quality, full-sized
display speeder bikes, both of these
displayed on the backdrop of a large,
authentically reproduced Endor Bunker
image.
Q: You had a number of editors for
(((( "( "("(
(((( 
A: We did have a lot of editors for the
 # #$## #"# # !$#!#
welcome back Dirk Wood, from IDW. We
shall also be welcoming Scott Dunbier,
who is in charge of IDW’s Artist’s and
Artifact Editions. He hasn’t been over
here in many years and the fact that
2019 is IDW’s 20th anniversary is a nice
reason to have them at the show. We
shall be celebrating this at Portsmouth
in 2019.
$((("(  ( "(((
(("((  ( "((
" (
A: We have learnt that the show needs
to be focused on comics rather than
celebrities, as the comic guests were the
!"%# ### # # #!#

“this year we are proud to
welcome back Dirk Wood,
from IDW. We shall also be
welcoming Scott Dunbier,
who is in charge of IDW’s
Artist’s and Artifact Editions.
He hasn’t been over here
in many years and the fact
that 2019 is IDW’s 20th
anniversary is a nice reason to
have them at the show. ”

A: All of the guests are great additions
to this year’s Portsmouth but if I had
to choose, it would probably be Roy
Thomas, just because of his stature as
a major Marvel and DC lynchpin, and
Liam Sharp, because there is such a buzz
around The Green Lantern series.

have worked on our panel programming
this year as well, offering fewer panels
but ones which are of a higher quality.
We are using the council chambers,
"# !$###### # #
with just a few located in other places.

Portsmouth Comic Con takes place
from 4 to 5 May 2019. Here’s the show
website www.portsmouthcomiccon.com

$(("(  ( (  ( "((
 (""(,"(," 
A: It is slightly early but we are already
considering our plans for a third show
## $# #$#!###
second one under our belt before we
can start to properly plan for it but it is
fairly certain that we shall be back in
May 2020.

Q: What else is new for this second

A: We are introducing a new outside
space which will feature even more
exhibitors and guests. As the main hall
sold out, we wanted to offer people who
wanted to set up at the show another
option so they could still be there. If the
weather is as beautiful as it was last year,
then it will be a great addition to the
show.
$(((("("(" (
" ( ("((("!

www.tripwiremagazine.co.uk
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westeros on
the screen
(" (" (ends with its eighth season this April)('&%&($#"(! !&#(("# % %"(
%#$"#(((" &(# (( ( #( %$ ( (# &(&%(%"#(
"&" ( (# &("
(!($(( %(%$ $%&

,+*),(',&%&$(#"!(  ((Game of
Thrones(!"("("
))*(')*'+%$(A kinda long story.
&%$#"! $#!##!#!##"# !ducer, Mark Huffam, and it’s all his fault.
Mark pulled me in to do some concept
costume drawings on a potential medieval comedy movie that was to become
Your Highness and my drawings were
part of what helped Northern Ireland
get the movie. I ended up doing a lot of
concept work on Your Highness for ideas
#"!$# ##$#$#!#
of the storyboards. When I started on it,
Mark hit me with another bit of conceptualising. I was asked, could I work with the
production designer for a possible HBO
TV series, set in a medieval fantasy world,
again, to show we knew what we were
doing. I did a bunch of after- hours and
weekend work, on this project, which was
meant to be based on a series of books,
where I was given a few passages on

which to base some ideas, but it was all
very hush hush. It turned out to be Game
of Thrones.
During my run on Your Highness Mark
came to me one day and told me, we’ve
got Game of Thrones and I asked him,
“do I have a job then?”, to which he said,
“of course”, and I’ve been on it ever since.
I moved across to Game of Thrones when
my time was nearly up on Your Highness”.
I ended up doing half a week on both, at
the start.

from the joint parts. I loved it, because it
really helped to solidify the show. I got
!#$## # #" %##
# !$"!!$%# ##  # $#ven’….stuff like that and I got to design all
the hero weapons used in the show, like
&%# $##&#$$##!#!# ! #
ideas based on directions the Costume
dept was discussing.

,'$((("( (" (" ( (" (
" 

WS: Pretty big…do you want numbers?
I mean, production is one dept, and
then there’s the Art dept, and the
Costume dept, and the Props dept, etc.
 $#!##!## ######
 #

WS: Nowadays, I’m the storyboard artist,
with occasional concept pieces to do. In
the beginning, on the pilot, I was concept
and storyboard artist. Nobody knew how
the show would go, so I guess they didn’t
need a vast army then. I just kept being
given pieces to design or realise in some
form, before the other depts worked

CS: How large is the production team
" ((

,'$( ("(" ("(!"((
" ((( (("("(
!"(("  (((((
("(""(((#((
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WS: You must think we’re very organised? haha! Sometimes, I get called in
almost before prep to work on sequences that haven’t been fully scripted, then,
I get pulled back maybe a month and a
half before they starrtt shooting, and con*)('&%$#&**"%!' %%*#'%*&%!)(%
period, when changes are needed. It’s a
constantly ongoing changing experience.
I sometimes get called to set to work with
directors, p
pre shooting
g and during
g shooting, which is always a bit of fun.
*) )+/$))$ ) ,) &%)%/)
+ +), %&.)/+&-./,)/")
"+
+.
WS: In the beginning, on the pilot, I
worked very closely with production
&)(&#%&!!% (%'*%(*%*
*&#%
Once I was mainly doing storyboarding,
I really only needed to work with the
di
directors
and
d Chris
Ch i Newman,
N
one off our
$#' &#%(%!&% #) *)(%)*%
*&%)'%&
& *%&$*%&!!%%&*
*%
the show and we have a great new production designer in Deborah Riley.
*)(%)"+)"+)") -/)",%)&,/%
%&.)
/",%/.%)+),/+ "$)$ ) ,)
0/,$)+/$) &%)%/)",%)&,/%
%,+
WS: Really, my only contact with the rest
of the art dept, is if I have a query over a
particular set or need info about the sets
where I have to place actors or camera.
And occasion socialising.
*)#/.)$ )/-".)%/)+/,&/+) )
&)$ )",")/+&-.&.-)/")+/%)
)","%/,+ ) )+/$)&)$ )
 )",%&.+))/+,&%&.+
WS: The characters are based on which
 *#%&%&&(% &(%*%'%*&%
roles. The costume dept mainly designs

%$$& $! !&$& &!&& $&$&
&$$&&"&!&!&$&#"&!"& $!#
the look of characters, though I did get
to pllay around with that a little on the
pilott, giving prep versions of what some
may look like, as mentioned the “White
kers’ (as they were a fantasy), and I
Walk
#
&%(%%&#)(%%*&% '( %(%
*&% *#) % !#&%#%$#$%)&%%
wellll as weapons design).
d i ) M
My view
i
o
on
the characters was probably based on
my comic strip experience, afftter rea
ading
&#&% #*)( %& #)$*)(%%%&(&%)!&%)(%!"%!)(%) %%
%*%
draw when I was designing the wea
apons.
Luckily, I was pretty close to the mark on
ers,
most things, at least for my produce
David Beniofff and Dan Weiss, so it’ss nice
to know I had an efffect on the show
w.
*)")+/%))","%
%/,+)"+)")0/,$)
&+%&.%
%&0/)) ".)$ )%") +)
. %, -),)/"/)%/)0&+ ")&.
/./+),)","%
%/,+)&/
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WS: The distinctive looks of families is
ment.
really down to the costume departm
&"%)%%!() &(*%%(% #&**)(%
*&%&&%%*&%#&)(%**%'%)(
('ence the looks of the houses. I know
w with
the Lanisters, originally there was a Japanese design in their costume, but it had
to ch
hange for practical reasons. Michelle

%$$& $! !&$& & & & $&$&&$#&
$#&"&!& &$&#"&!"& $!#
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Clapton has taken all the characters to
inspired places.
*)"/)),./
/+)+%".+),)"+).)
&%+)0&+ "))+) ) ) ,)-/+)
&.%),/"%&.-)%/)0&+ "+),)%/)+/,&/+
WS The
WS:
Th visuals
i
l for
f Game
G
off Th
Thrones are
a tremendous collaboration. It’s exacting. We have to know in advance what
will be green screened and what will
&%$# *) %%&*%*%#%%#*%&#)(%
of the storytelling, that gives us an idea
what may be green screen shots, then the
discussion happens over how many shots
can be affforded, then the number is
decided, the boards changed accordingly, and then while the practical shooting
is taking place, the visual effffects dept is
working through a series of pre-viz shots,
seeing what may be placed in the mix,
and as the practical shots come in, they
are edited into the animatic sequence,
$#)(%*&%%(&&%!$&%%
with constant ongoing changes.
*)
 )+/.%)".$)$/",+)&.)%/) ,)
of comics. How difffferent is it working
on a TV
V series and what are the pros
".).+)) ,&.-).)/")/& 
WS: It’s all storytelling
g in pictures, so I
( *%(%!' %)
&##&( &%)(%#)(%)(%

!%#!%!"% !
!) %)&%&%("%)ference really, other than remembering
the diffferent purpose
es of the work, is that
the TV
V work feels like doing roughs and
#*%*%
*&#&%)%(&&#%%()&%$)& &%%#*
the end, whereas com
mic work always end&%)*%%&(&%*"&%()&%$)& &%%
arrtwork. I love working in both mediums.
William Simpson is a guest at this year’s
Portsmouth Comic Co
on where there will
&%(%&*&()&%&)
)*)(%%)%%
work www.porrttsmoutthcomiccon.com
Game off Thro
Thrones &
)(%)*%(%&(%
on 14 April on HBO in
n the US and 15
April on Sky Atlantic in the UK.
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Roy Thomas is a Marvel legend who was the company’s editor-in-chief
as well as the successor to Stan Lee. His CV includes Conan The
Barbarian, The Avengers and The Inhumans for Marvel and All-Star
Squadron and Infinity Inc for DC. This year sees Marvel Studios release
Captain Marvel, a film which owes a bit to Thomas’s work at Marvel.
We spoke to him about working on Captain Marvel and his inspiration
for stories like the iconic Kree Skrull War…
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COMIC SCENE: How much did you flesh
out the original Captain Marvel character
with Gil Kane?
ROY THOMAS: Actually, I woke up one
morning with an idea to totally revamp CM,
into a sort of SF answer to the old, defunct
Fawcett hero, who I figured was never likely
to return, right? I told Stan (before I told him
what it was) that I'd give him this idea... if I
could write the book again, and he said
fine. I got a plot off to then-artist Don Heck,
but then Gil Kane told Stan he'd love to take
a stab at Captain Marvel. I okayed that, and
Gil revised the costume I had drawn, based
on the old Atoman in 1946 comics by Jerry
Robinson. Gil and I had never worked
together before and barely knew each other,
but we became friends and often
collaborators after that. Meanwhile, we had
Don and then-writer Archie Goodwin
introduce the costume in the previous issue,
and we were off and running.
CS: What was the genesis of the Kree
Skrull War?
RT: When I was 14-15, I got a book by mail
from the Science Fiction Book Club: THIS
ISLAND EARTH, by Raymond Jones, in
which people on Earth discover they are
caught in the middle of a war between two
intergalactic races... the equivalent of being
some South Pacific island during WWII. I
loved the idea, though I didn't like the movie
later made from it. Since the Kree had been
recently introduced by Stan and Jack in
FANTASTIC FOUR, I asked Stan if I could
have them and the Skrulls class, because it
seemed to me that with these two major and
aggressive interstellar races out there in the
cosmos, they were likely to go to war. I had
in mind from the outset that eventually it
would be revealed that the human race on
Earth was destined to surpass them both,
with Rick Jones as the avatar of that. And I
established Senator Craddock to be the
fourth Skrull, who wasn't caught in FF
#2. Around the time the story was to go into
higher gear after four issues building up by
Sal Buscema and me, Neal Adams came
aboard. He added appreciably to the
concept, after I told him about how three
Skrulls had been turned into cows... and he
suggested things like utilizing the Inhumans
(because he and I had done a few tales of
them together not long before), Ant-Man
and Vision (in a beautiful sequence that
basically had almost nothing to do with the
war), and SHIELD's space station, which I was

wary about because it came out of left field.
But I figured Neal would draw it beautifully,
so what could it hurt. We carried the fight to
outer space... which was intrinsic in THIS
ISLAND EARTH anyway, so would have
been done in Sal had stayed on the book...
but of course Neal had few if any equals in
drawing things dramatically. Unfortunately,
Neal fell too far behind the schedule by the
7th and last issue, so I had to get John
Buscema to bail us out on that one, which he
did wonderfully.

CS: How much input have you had in to
the new Marvel film?
RT: Zero. I'm just a cheerleader... and
perhaps minor financial beneficiary.
Roy Thomas is appearing as a guest at the
Portsmouth Comic Con 2019 on 4 to 5 May
2019. www.portsmouthcomiccon.com

CS: At that time it was unusual for comics
to feature such an epic story. Was there
much trepidation when you were writing
it?
RT: No, it was just another story. Sure, more
ambitious than most, but Stan and I and
others were always trying to stretch the
Marvel Universe, so this was just the next and
most logical step.
CS: Captain Marvel plays a major role in
the forthcoming film. Did you ever
imagine that one of the Marvel characters
you had such a major hand in (you
fleshed out Mar-Vell significantly) would
ever appear in a Marvel movie?
RT: Not really. Of course, other people
developed the current Captain Marvel, and
my main contribution is that I came up with
the character Carol Danvers in my first
Captain Marvel story in 1967-68... and wrote
the story in which she got drenched with
Kree energy (I forget the details--haven't
read that story in a while), which led to her
later becoming various super-hero
incarnation, including now Captain Marvel.
I introduced her as a head of security at what
was basically Cape Canaveral, but her
fighter-pilot identity makes just as much
sense. It's weird to see a character I created
with Gene Colan being developed along a
50-year path by various talented people
until she emerges as a major Marvel hero,
but quite gratifying. The current developers,
of course, deserve most of the credit for
that... but I'm happy to have given them
something (someone... Carol Danvers) to
build on.
CS: And how do you feel about Mar-Vell
appearing in the new film?
RT: Nice! Yon-Rogg, too, right? Those were
Stan's creations, of course, in that first 14page CM story.

Author: Joel Meadows | Twitter: @joelmeadows1 | Website: www.tripwiremagazine.co.uk
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WELL,
YES...
I DON’T LIKe
T0NE. JUST

HeR0 ENQUIRieS!

YOUR

WHAT ARE YOU
iNSINUATING
HERe?!

YeS.

W
YOU’Re... RiGHT!
AND NOW MA’AMA-LADY WILL
TeACH Y0U SOME

MANNeRS!

RiGHT
N0W!

YOU’Re

T0O
CUDDLY TO

W

BE EViL!

SQUASH!

00O0OH,
MOMMA!!

i’LL HAVE YOU KN0W,
THAT IN

ACTUAL FACT...

TeACH ME!
TEACH Me!!

mj

W
MORe NeXT TiME!
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The State Of

Independents
“Get up on your feet and interact!”
Alex Thomas offers top tips for selling your comics at a convention
Selling your work at a comic convention
can be an amazing experience, but
if you are new to that side of the con
experience then we have put together
some hints and tips on how to make the
most of life behind the table:

plenty of change in a lockable box.
If your book is £5 then remember to
    
bring lots of £1 coins. A lot of creators
also use card machines like the Paypal
Here which allows them to accept
digital payments for a small free.

1. Setting up your table
As a small press, or indie creator, you
will usually be assigned a 6 foot x 2 foot
table, although some conventions also
offer ‘half’ tables which you can share.
It’s important to make your table look
as appealing as possible, so always
take a table cloth to cover up the stains
from last week’s charity bake sale, and
lay out your table with the comics in a
neat and organised way. Liven things
    
keep it tidy and keep your comics at
the centre of everything.

    
from an online printers like Mixam
(www.mixam.co.uk). Then fans can take
them away for free and read at home.

2. Banners and branding
Depending on the type of event, get a
‘roller’ banner to put behind your table.
Put your name, website and some
images from your comic on it clearly
for everyone to see. This not only helps
people see your work as they walk
by, but they also know who you are if
they want to talk to you. You can order
banners from a company like SwiftPrint
via eBay for about £30. Also look into

3. Pricing and money
Unless you are planning to give your
comic away, then you need to consider
how much to sell your work for. While
it may be priceless to you, most
customers will have an idea of how
much they are willing to spend (£5 for
a single issue is often our benchmark).
Visit other conventions to get a
rough guide for pricing. On the day
     

As well as writing for ComicScene Alex
is publisher of indie fanzine The Pull List

4. Interact with your customers
Don’t just sit behind your table and
expect people to come to you, get up
on your feet and interact. Creators like
Jon Laight (Away) and Sam London
(Milford Green) have contests on
their table to draw people in. Always
remember to be passionate and
excited about your product - but don’t
be too pushy. Talk to people, but don’t
ambush them. Try not to hand your
book to people, have copies open on
the table to read, then show them the
rest of your work if they’re interested.
5. Signing things
If you are lucky enough to be asked
to sign stuff, make sure you take
a note of their name and don’t be
embarrassed about asking them how
to spell it. Practice an ‘autograph’ but
try not to make it too squiggly and
unrecognisable. Artists, practice a
doodle or quick sketch to add into a
books to help really make a fans day.
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“It’s got everything from
little green men in shiny space
 
  
and even the Wild West!”

Space Captain #5 & #6
Publisher: Never Ever Press
Writer: Michael Park and Chris Baldie
Artist: Chris Baldie
Price: %$#"! #

www.etsy.com/UK/shop/chrisbaldie

Our hero, the aptly name Space
Captain, wakes from hyper sleep only
to discover he is the last person alive,
thanks to a mysterious incident that
wiped out the entire human population.
With the help of a drunken
prospector and on the run from an
alien bounty hunter Space Captain has
been edging closer to earth with each
!##### ##
###### #" !#
escaping from a mysterious museum
and battling his alien pursuers.
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Looking back at this incredible series
you can see how much Chris Baldie
and Michael Park’s work has grown in
  # #!###  #
#### # # !##
### "##$##
50s with little green men in funny space
!"# !## ##
and even a trip to the Wild West. But it
manages this without ever losing sight
of the humanity of it’s lead. While the
stories are often silly and outrageous
(sometimes leaping around a bit too
much to keep the readers attention), it
#### ###
destination of Earth, and the journey of
#! # ### 
The other major improvement has
been Chris Baldie’s artwork. (Not that

it has ever been less than excellent!)
Looking back, issue 1 was looser and
more informal, but still featured the
trademark multi-panel pages packed
full of depth and originality that we
know and love. But as the series has
gone on, it has become more polished,
##!###  !#!#
leap out at you. Baldie’s style has the
kinetic motion and rubbery faces of
Uderzo’s Asterisk, or more recently
Lorenzo Etherington’s Monkey Nuts,
and every page is a wonder.
 # # ##" !##!##
to a series than these last two issues.
Packed full of action, emotion humour
and plenty of references to early issues.
This has been the perfect conclusion to
one of our favourite indie series ever.
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Cognition #4
Publisher: Ken Reynolds Comics
Writer/Artist: Sam Bentley, Adam Jakes
Price:   

cognitioncomic.bigcartel.com

The Theory vol. 1
Publisher: TPub Comics
Writer: Neil Gibson
Artists: Various
Price: £10 from www.tpub.co.uk/store

This new anthology from TPub comics,
(publisher of Twisted Dark) is the
latest collection from their ‘Twisted’
     
Following a similar pattern to
Twisted Dark and Twisted Light, The
Theory is a collection of short stories
#"!#  #   
but in the long run all tie together
thanks to recurring characters and
themes. While Twisted Dark focused
 #"  "   #"
" "    !  !  
collection (albeit with a bit of Gibson’s
trademark dark humour thrown in!)
The Theory is held together by two
! #"! ! "!!# " #
sees space archaeologist Jennifer
investigate a number of planets in
 #  ! !  !# !
secure her reputation. The second
focuses on time traveller Jemm-R who

is attempting to rebalance the universe
in order to prevent the human race
from destroying itself in the future. This
doesn’t become obvious until half way
through and rewards repeat reading.
The artwork in The Theory is from an
eclectic roster of creatives, but they all
have a similar feel. The styles are quite
conventional, and feel like 2000AD with
their clean line-work and strong, stylish
colours. It’s very unfussy and unfaddy,
which makes it feel quite samey at
times, but also has a real slickness that
#  #" #" #"
The idea of a book that is a hybrid
of anthology and long form story is
#  ! ##  # " 
give this collection an original angle
which stops it from just being another
 #  "#    #
The stories are also long enough
that you get a real sense of the world
Gibson is creating in each one, as they
aren’t quick 8 page twist in the tale
stories, they are much meatier.
Another fantastic read from one of the
indie scene’s most inventive publishers.

Cognition follows the adventures of
supernatural sleuths Cal and Sigma
   
of ravens in the Tower of London.
However, when religious zealots
seeking those ravens attack, it falls to
all the agents of British Occult Secret
Service to come together to defeat
an evil demon.
Writer Reynolds gives Cognition
!  ! ! !   
with the story moving along at a
breakneck pace. However Cognition’s
greatest strength is the dynamic
between our two leads, Cal and
Sigma. The conversations between
this demonic rat and his robot
companion are the star of the show.
Artist Sam Bentley’s brings a
steampunk/horror-esque style to
the world fo Cognition, and while
the monochrome art improves from
issue to issue, the odd panel does
see the background and foreground
seemingly merge.
" !  "! !  ! # 
remarkable and entertaining title with
! ##  ""  " 
continue again soon.
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Harsh Prospect
Publisher: Will Tempest
Writer/Artist: Will Tempest
Price: £0 from Gumroad.com

Harsh Prospect starts with
images of a mountain range
and rocky outcrops which
sets the scene for a very
harsh and unforgiving world.
In one of the caves is a
scientist, who discovers a
mysterious red blob. Taking it back
to the camp we discover it may have
something to do with a recent batch of
sicknesses and may be the solution to
the problems affecting this world.
Summing up the plot to Harsh
  
happens. It hints at elements of a larger
story with mentions of disease ravaged
camps, but nothing is explicitly
mentioned. The tone of the story is
very bleak and dystopian, with the
tech slick and neo-futuristic. While the

arrival of a mysterious blob
  
of John Carpenter’s The
Thing and instantly puts
the reader on edge. The
amount of action in this
issue is kept to a minimum,
and in a way feels more
like a mood piece or
storyboard than a fully

Visually it looks incredible though.
The cover may look more like a small
press arthouse book, but the internal

detail that are something else.

rough lettering, Harsh Prospect is
a real diamond in the rough with
the potential to be exceptional. The
artwork and design is very strong, and
the concept really interesting. It just
need a bit of a polish and we could be
looking at a future great.

Death Inc. Books 1 & 2
Publisher: Not so Tiny Comics
Writer/Artist: Charles H Raymond
Price: £8 from www.etsy.com/
uk/shop/NotsotinyComics

Former telephone salesman
Stanley ends up in the
afterlife after an unfortunate
incident with a bus. There
he meets the Grim Reaper,
who he soon learns is actually ‘a portly
foreign fellow’ named Raul.
And he’s not the only Reaper. Death
has outsourced his reaping duties to
various souls with ‘knowledge and
experience of death’ and they all work
for him in a company called Death Inc.
Our story follows Stanley as he gets
used to his new surroundings before
opening up to become more of a
comedy drama with a bit of murder
mystery, rather than an existential
journey. Along the way, Raymond
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introduces a strong
supporting cast including:
Joey, a reaper who goes on
the run after a moral crisis;
Clay Walker, an afterlife PI;
and also Raul the reaper,
who is hiding something.
Death Inc is a really fun
read, despite it’s slightly
maudlin subject. It has the
existential quirkiness of The Good
Place, mixed with the eclectic workbased humour of Out Of Time.
But it’s not just silly fun, as Raymond
counterbalances the goofy drunken
karaoke nights and crazy parties with a
darker element in book 2 as characters
begin to go missing and ultimately
get murdered. All of which keep the
reader guessing throughout.
Quirky, smart and highly
entertaining, this is one deathly book
    

The Eelman
Chronicles vol. 1
Publisher: Fenbeast Publications
Writer/Artist: Chris Spalton
Price: £9.99 from Gumroad

Chris Spalton takes a look at the
life of his father John, whose day to

    
   
and true adventures.
From driving across an injured
burglar (from a rather famous
robbery), to his invitation for a
royal event, to his meeting (and
subsequent cheating by) a famous
TV personality - not to mention his
vast array of animal interactions,
the Eelman Chronicles tells the
extraordinary story of a rather
extraordinary man.
With this debut collection Spalton
has produced a really enjoyable
and very old school comic which is
fun, funny and totally light hearted.
The artwork feels more like a kid’s
newspaper strip and it is quite rough
in places, but it all adds to the charm
of this unique individual.
While it could have been on long
in joke or mickey take, instead it
is set up as a labour of love by it’s
creator to idolise his apparent hero
- but also to make the reader laugh
  
‘Spalt’ Spalton is such a lovable and
endearing character in this book and
is portrayed in such a warm glow
that you can’t help but admire this
crazy old man!
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“It’s one of those special words
that pulls extra meaning along
behind it, invoking an extra sense”
Gareth A Hopkins on the meaning of abstract comic Petrichor

Gareth A Hopkins’ Petrichor
challenges the idea of what a comic
could be, thanks to it’s unique use of
imagery and poetic words. We caught
up with the man behind this one-of-a
    
  
the meaning of his work.
How would you describe Petrichor
for readers who are not familiar with
your work?
Gareth A Hopkins: Petrichor is an
abstract auto-bio comic. It’s about
learning to cope with grief, about
being in love with my family, and
about my role as an artist. It’s about

description sums up the main bits.
You have a very unique style, can you
tell us a bit about your process??
GH: Petrichor comes at the tail end
of a long series of artistic phases. I
work on a bunch of ideas at once,
and sometimes they cross over. I was
approached to do an Abstract Graphic
Novel, which I created with the poet
Erik Blagsvedt, as ‘Found Forest Floor‘.
    
partly because both text and art were
very heavily abstract. So I decided
that my next project would have one
element which would be easier for a
reader to engage with. While I was
making that decision, I produced
a 16 page ‘zine to promote Found
Forest Floor, and at a loss one day
for anything to do, I started drawing
over some of that and made a new
(wordless) comic which I called ‘Sugar
Forest Fire’. I liked how that turned out

Gareth’s work mixes abstract images with poignant thoughts on grief, family and love,

so drew over Sugar Forest Fire, and
then drew over the comic that came
out of that, and so on and so on until I
couldn’t take it any further.
And while I was doing that, a friend
of mine died of cancer, and the emails
I’d been sending myself started to
catalogue my feelings around that,
as I tried to work out what was
going on. That mix of feelings and
observations is what kicked
‘Petrichor‘ into being.
How do you incorporate the words
into your artwork?
GH:     
written with purpose, for a comic at
least. The actual process of ‘lettering’
the comic is the same as the process

for writing it, sometimes. Like the
artwork, it’s instinctive.
What does the word ‘Petrichor’
actually mean?
GH: From Wikipedia: “Petrichor is the
earthy scent produced when rain falls
on dry soil”. I think it was a MiriamWebster Dictionary Word-of-the-Day
    
It’s a really nice word, and it’s one of
those special words that pulls extra
meaning along behind it, as well as
  
version of onomatopoeia.
You can purchase Petrichor from
Good Comics’ Big Cartel Store and
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Little Girls
Publisher: Image Comics
Writer: 
Artist: Sarah Delaine
Price: £7.99 from comiXology

Beastlands
Publisher: Scout Comics
Writer: Curtis Clow
Artist: Jo-Mi Yeong
Price: TBC

Set In a world where
people have animal
companions called
keepers, Beastlands takes
a dark twist when we learn
that these companions are
now outlawed and the king
   
with brutal effect.
The action then shifts to a band of
   
this law, and are under attack from
some robbers. They are rescued by
their illegal keeper and learn this group
are searching for a mission trail from
one of their number’s father and need
  !
The concept of Beastlands is a very
strong one (although it did remind
us of His Dark Materials with the
animal companions) but it has a more
mature and adult tone to it that was
reminiscent of Saga at times (especially
with the levels of blood, violence and
swearing). This is especially so in the
brutal execution of the king’s keeper.
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Unfortunately the story
leaps from a strong opening
scene to the events in
the woodland without an
obvious strand from one to
the other. It almost feels as
if we have skipped over a
couple of pages that explain
where the story is going. The
!     
and his keeper Renzo get a
great introduction but we
never really learn what they are doing
    
brief mention of a ‘fathers trail’ which
seems to take them though the woods
and into the city. The supporting cast
are also very weak and blend into the
background yet visually they seem to
have an eclectic look.
 !   ! 
for Beastlands. Artist Jo-Mi Geyong
has a highly polished contemporary
anime infused style that reminded us
of everything from Joe Madureira’s
Battlechasers, to a lighter version of
Gav Mitchell’s Trolltooth Wars.
It looks exceptional and gives the
book a real slickness which makes this
feel like one of those indie books which
is every bit as good as the mainstream.

When itinerant student Sam makes
friends with local girl Lielet at her
new school in Ethiopia, little does
she know that she’ll be drawn
into the mysterious world of the
legendary Kenyan monster Kerit.
Little Girls is a slow burning tale
of friendship and high school angst,
that develops into something much
more than an inverse Mean Girls.
The unlikely friendship between
Sam (whose father moves her from
school to school all over the globe)
and Lielet may start out as your
! !  !
their thirst for adventure sees them
encounter mysterious creatures in the
bush and get drawn into a monstrous
mythological murder mystery.
The mix of real and fantasy worlds
evokes memories of Neil Gaiman’s
Anansi Boys or Guillermo Del Toro’s
      
crafted a very subtle, but well thought
out story, that is brought to life by
some stunning artwork from Sarah
Delaine - especially those involving
Kerit. A really interesting, all ages
adventure that will stay with you.
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“We pick stories that are aimed
at a younger audience, are funny
and have a moral core to them.”
Aaron Rackley on the ethos behind Fair Spark Books

Aaron Rackley’s Little Heroes Charity
started life by bringing comic creation
kits into hospitals for kids. It’s now
    
   
Tell us a bit about Fair Spark Books?
How did it get started?
Aaron Rackley: Fair Spark Books
was the outcome of our successful
Kickstarters for the Little Heroes
Comics Anthologies. After the great
fun we had on putting these together
and seeing children and adults enjoy
the books. We wanted to look into
providing these to hospitals alongside
the [Little Heroes] kit as a mini library.
We then looked into creating more
books and comics to send alongside
the anthology and it’s grown from there.
How did you connect with the various
artists whose work you publish?
AR: In the early stages it was a lot of
myself sending social media messages
to comics I knew had not been in print
before, e.g.. Gallant and Amos was
and still is an online webcomic. Now
that has expanded to working with
creators on projects they have coming
up and also commissioning our own
IPs. So a lot of great things coming
over the next few years.
You’re about to release a collected
edition of Gallant and Amos, how did
you meet creator Rob Barnes?
AR: I happened to come across Rob
on Twitter over a year before I reached
out. I had been following his Gallant &
Amos series online and I was already

Fair Spark’s line up of books include Gallant and Amos and Megatomic Battle Rabbit!

in love with the characters, thanks to
their short witty stories and Amos’s
unending hunger. So when it came to
starting up Fair Spark Books it was the

      
lady luck was on my side, we did.
Will there be more Little Heroes
Anthologies?
AR: So far we have been successful
in every Kickstarter campaign for the
anthologies and we are currently over
our target on the third one. We will
continue to make these as long as they
raise their funding target. This is due
to the fact that all the money raised
from these goes to the Little Heroes
Comics Charity and we would not
want the charity to be making a loss

on a book when it could focus that
resource into sending more comic
making kits out to the children who
need them.
What makes a great all ages book?
AR: Our core ethos at Fair Spark
Books is to create stories and worlds
that the children who are in hospital
will hopefully lose themselves in. We
try to pick stories that we feel are
aimed at a younger audience, are
funny (if they have hidden Disney style
adult jokes even better) and have a
moral story to them.
You can Purchase Gallant and Amos
the Collected Adventures and more
from www.fairsparkbooks.co.uk
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“Gun has the kind of sublime
painted artwork that would
make Alex Ross jealous”

Gun: Slaughterb
ball part 3
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Our pick of some
e of the best new self-published comics
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8 TO 14
AGE GROUP
COMICS
T

his is where male and female
comics began and it’s an audience
we’ve lost, primarily because
creators and editors preferred to work for
older ‘more sophisticated’ readers.
We’ve paid a truly terrible commercial
price for ‘comics growing up’; for
deserting our original young readers,
with low circulations and so many titles
disappearing from the newsstands. Those
young, loyal readers protested in vain
when comics ‘grew up’ and everyone –
particularly editors - just ignored them, to
their shame. So those kids walked away,
never to return.

I can still remember the exact moment on
2000AD when I knew I would have to
change my writing style and adapt for an
older, vocal fan market which Tharg was
increasingly favoring rather than the core
comic audience. It was on Slaine the King
and it’s probably one of the reasons why
that story is particularly popular with fans
today. But I still felt uneasy at the change
of direction and just where the comic was
going. However, the alternative was I
would have been slowly phased out like
other writers from that era who were
increasingly seen as ‘old school’ and not
cool enough for fans.
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with Pat Mills

As far as I’m aware, I seem to be the only
creator who acknowledges this is the
principal reason why 2000AD lost so
many of its readers. With the archaic
British system of buying all rights and
paying low rates a close second. A lack
of control over our characters disheartens
creators and so we leave to work for other
markets where our work is properly
respected and remunerated.
Many of today’s creators don’t seem
interested in working for kids and there’s
also a general sense that it’s ‘too difficult’
and, actually, the reason for the collapse
of comics is to do with changing
demographics and technology. Those are
transparently convenient excuses. Thus
Commando and French comics for all
ages are still out there and doing rather
well. Actually, it’s surprisingly easy to write
for a younger age group if creators leave
their egos at the door.
You’re writing for them, not they’re
reading for you.

Spo nso red by
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It would be nice to think that one day
someone will decide to grasp the nettle
again, go back to the true source, the
true heart of comics: adventure comics
for this age group, male and female.
I’m certainly doing so in my fictional
comic universe in my Read Em and
Weep novel series. The current novel I’m
writing is about Space Warp – a fictional
version of 2000AD. I’ve already had
some great artwork in for it – the kind of
action-orientated pages fans tell me are
so often missing from modern comics.
The pages should be up on
www.millsverse.com soon. Do check
them out.
A utho r: Pat Mil l s | Twi tte r: @ PatMil l s Comics | We b s i te : m illsv erse.com
Twe e t us yo ur tho ughts @ c o m i c s fli xukus #c omicscene #t lw

BITE ME, THE COMIC

E

very child loves Saturdays but I loved
mines even more. I was a comic fan
in the greatest era of British comics especially for girls. Saturday was comic day
when I would rush to the local newsagents
and choose a comic from the vast array - the
absolute highlight of my schooldays. (I
thought only my Saturday was like that. But
decades later I would read in Crikey in their
feature ‘My ComIcy Saturday’ that I was not
alone!)
Indeed, I was spoilt for choice and my
comicy Saturdays became comicy
Mondays, and Tuesdays and Wednesdays...
Yes, I had a comic for EVERY day of the
week. So it was Bunty on a Monday, Debbie
on a Tuesday etc. And that was just the girls
comics. There was Whizzer and Chips…
Whoopee!....

And then my Saturdays got even better.
Misty appeared on the shelf. The launch
issue had a free bracelet which broke that
first day. The comic lasted longer and takes
pride of place in my collection.

In 2016 at the London Book Fair I bumped
into Pat Mills and he kindly posed for a
photo with issue 18 of Bite Me which had
Kick Ass screenwriter Jane Goldman as the
cover model.

Inevitably I then progressed onto Patches,
Blue Jeans and My Guy…

When Pat said that Bite Me would
undoubtedly be a "sister" publication if
Misty was still running, that urged me to
forge full steam ahead with my comic idea!
For the next couple of years we kept in
contact and Pat was extremely encouraging
and helpful throughout.

Fast forward to the late nineties and I
caught the comics bug again. At SCCAM
(Scottish Cartoonists & Comic Artists
Members Club) I would meet local comic
artists and write features for the local press
- including the first Memorabilia fair in
Glasgow, Scotland’s biggest Godzilla
collector and a Frank Quitely feature on his
new graphic novel, The Scottish Batman.
Following the centenary of Bram Stoker’s
Dracula in 1997, and a special visit to ‘the
world’s biggest Dracula Party’ in Los
Angeles where I met the son of Bela Lugosi
and the daughter of Vincent Price, I
decided to celebrate Stoker’s legacy. In
1999, to a special showing of Blade at the
Glasgow Film Theatre, I launched Bite Me.
Fast forward to 2015. I had started rereading my old comics and annuals and I
hit upon a comic version of Bite Me, in
honour of those comics I so loved as a
young girl. (I had initially planned to have
substantial comic art in Bite Me magazine
especially from SCCAM but somehow
comic art become lost in the magazine
format.)

So I have a lot to thank my comicy
Saturdays. How was I to know back then
that Misty would reappear decades later
thanks to the efforts of Rebellion? Or that I
would launch my own tribute to Misty – and
be granted permission to print some of
those original Misty stories in my own
publication?
Or that my comic would be a finalist in the
Scottish Magazine Awards Launch of the
Year?
And, if someone had told me that Pat Mills
– the godfather of British comics - decades
later – would hold a copy of my own comic
- and tweet I had ‘done a fantastic job’, I
would never have dreamed it.
And when he continued “if there is ever
origination in girls comics again it’s most
likely to come from Bite Me…”
…..watch this space…

A utho r: Ar l e ne Rus s o | We b s i te : w w w. b ite mem agazine.com
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